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ABSTRACT 

It is within an understanding of order as an inter¬ 

mediate between perception and meaning that architectural 

universals can be found. 

To achieve this understanding we can establish the 

following three components as a model for comprehension of 

the complexity of architecture: 

Components, or the smallest element individually 
perceived as a whole 

Order, or relationship of components 

Semantics, or meaning of the composition 

Architectural form gives meaning to the space. By meaning, 

we are talking about "sense" and not "reference". 

If we are going to discuss form or components in ar¬ 

chitecture, we have to discuss the sense that those elements 

give to space. We can establish three form types whose dis¬ 

tinction or classification is based upon the effect of form 

on the extent of space. 

Columnar - a component or form that acts as 
a location or fix to one's per¬ 
ception of space, but around which, 
one's space is uninterrupted. 

Planar - a component or form that defines a 
limit or separation between two 
spaces that are perceived as being 
contiguous, merely separated by the 
component. 

Massive - a component or form that defines the 
limits or edge of a space. No cog¬ 
nition or perception of the space 
continuing into or around the form exists. 



It is important that we realize that color, texture, pattern, 

scale, etc; are further descriptions of the form of elements 

and in effect, further descriptions of the character of the 

nature of space. Each of these qualities can reinforce the 

general "sense" imparted by the gross physical form of the 

component. These qualities may also serve to establish a 

totally new spatial sense which may give either further def¬ 

inition or contrast to the general sense. Complex components 

can impart multiple meanings which are incredibly rich. 

There are three basic orders that occur in architec¬ 

ture : 

Central - information related or ordered to a 
common location. 

Linear - information related to one another 
through a sequence. The reference 
becomes a line or alignment. 

Areal - information related to a field; related 
to a space within which general defini¬ 
tion occurs. 

It must be emphasized that these three orders represent the 

simplest possible states of syntax. In an actual view of ar¬ 

chitecture or environment, one might find multiple orders 

overlaid one upon another; numerous transformations of order 

and changes in apparent order as the scale increases or de¬ 

creases. Before we can being to examine such complexities, 

we must first establish certain fundamental ideas about order. 

These fundamentals are; 

1. The same components have different meanings 

(senses) depending upon their order. 

2. The same components in the same relative 



location may have multiple orders. 

3. The same components in the same relative 

location may have different meanings 

(senses) depending upon the order(s) 

perceived. 

4. The same components in the same relative 

location may simultaneously have multiple 

meanings (senses) depending upon the mul¬ 

tiple orders perceived. 

Meaning in architecture is a result of the combination 

of component and order. 

It is the "sense" of the component and order, not the 

reference, that conveys the meaning. Sense in architecture 

makes space and form understandable, and it does so by re¬ 

lating the individual's position and movement through form 

and space. "Sense" allows the individual to interpret or¬ 

dered relationships in terms of implied movement. Numerous 

transformations may occur within universal orders resulting 

in complex form-space relationships that respond to a vari¬ 

ety of specific issues. The results, though far removed from 

their basic antecedents, can still communicate a strong sense 

and can still be extremely expressive. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The one consciously willed activity that is shared 

by all of usf regardless of our background or culture, is 

decision making. Each day we make numerous decisions, some 

seemingly unconscious, more the result of habitual routine, 

others well-studied and examined in terms of their antici¬ 

pated results. These decisions, combined with our percep¬ 

tion of the world around us, constitute our conscious exis¬ 

tence . 

Periodically, we mentally bundle together all of 

these decisions and their resulting consequences, and try to 

evaluate our lives in terms of success or failure, purpose 

or misdirection, joy or sadness, or against many other 

scales of assessment in an attempt to give credence to our 

existence. For it is through understanding these decisions 

in relationship to our perception of the world that we find 

meaning in our lives. 

This relationship between perception, decision, and 

meaning is one of the least ably defined relationships in 

our existence, although it may well be the most important. 

Yet it is this relationship that is particularly significant 

for those persons involved in the creation of the built en¬ 

vironment. Regardless of their title or role, be it archi- 
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tect, urban designer, planner, they all share to some degree 

in a decision making process which involves the selection 

of a course of action based upon perception of existing 

problems and potentials, and which affects the human environ¬ 

ment . 

Evaluations of these decisions are initially made in 

relation to their success or failure in terms of providing 

a satisfactory environment for the proposed activity. Even¬ 

tually, however, most persons involved with making decisions 

about the environment become aware of a need to address 

greater issues than just the immediate problem. Such issues 

usually are directed toward the meaning of one's work: its 

meaning as an integrated and comprehensible assemblage of 

space and form; its meaning as a reflection of those aspects 

of the culture which are most important; its meaning as part 

of the continuum of man's building, as a link between the 

past and the future. 

The meaning of one's decisions in relation to these 

issues is tested against one's perception and awareness of 

these areas of concern. Once again, one is brought back to 

this relationship between perception, decision, and meaning. 

It is very difficult to study only one, or two, or even all 

three of these as isolated entities and achieve an under¬ 

standing of their relationship. This lies in the fact that 

there exists an intermediate, a mediator which allows the 

relationship. That mediator is order. It is this order 

which is one of the first mental constructs that a child de- 
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velops, enabling the child to relate to the physical world. 

As the psychologist Bruno Bettelheim states, "the child needs 

...to understand himself in this complex world with which he 

must learn to cope. To do so, he must bring his inner house 

into order, and on that basis be able to create order in his 

life. 

The ideal of order should not be mistakenly held 

synonymous with regimentation. For regimentation is only 

one type or manifestation of order. One might better asso¬ 

ciate this nature of order with structure, or even better 

still, with structured relationships. The study of language 

has developed a term which is perhaps more precise in its 

denotative characteristics. That term is syntax which is 

the structure of a sentence, phrase, paragraph, etc., void 

of semantics or meaning. 

Any conscious creation, be it an environment, a poem, 

or merely a person's daily routine, can be viewed as having 

three major components: the pieces or actions of which it 

is composed; the order or way the pieces or actions are com¬ 

posed or occur; and the result, image, or implication of the 

total composition or activity. 

One realizes that in making decisions people usually 

employ all three of these but generally allow only one to 

show a direction. This is especially true in a design pro¬ 

fession such as architecture. One individual may start from 

an idea of the image and appropriateness of the solution, 

another from the manner in which the solution can be struc- 
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tured, and a third might start from an understanding of the 

nature of the pieces of the problem. Eventually, the solu¬ 

tion must be capable of addressing all three areas with equal 

veracity if it is to be accepted as successful. 

Within the past twenty years there has been the ten¬ 

dency to teach (and encourage) the profession of architecture 

in a direction toward understanding specific aspects of the 

nature of the pieces of the problem and seeking to identify 

all factual aspects that are related to the problem. Books 

on problem seeking and problem solving have flooded archi¬ 

tectural libraries. The process of constructing bubble 

diagrams, establishing affinity relationships, and performing 

problem analysis has relegated the nature of solution syn¬ 

thesizing to a mere restating of the problem in three dimen¬ 

sional terms. Any order that emerges is purely the result 

of the affinity relationships of the problem and the image 

or meaning becomes simply a restatement of building types or 

a stylish overlay. To culminate the short-sightedness of 

this singular approach, one very often discovers a label at¬ 

tached to the process which is both chilling in its conno¬ 

tation and disturbing in its inaccuracy, "Creative Problem 

Solving". 

True creativity must allow for exploration outside 

the narrow limits of the problem statement. It must always 

demand that the solution be objectively accountable to all 

pertinent aspects of reality. 

Throughout this discussion, comparisons between ar- 
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chitecture and language will be made. It must always be re¬ 

membered that Architecture is not a language. Its prime 

function is not communication. Architecture is a by-product 

of and subsequently an artifact of the activities of a cul¬ 

ture. As such, it does communicate certain information about 

the culture. This communication occurs both as a result of 

conscious attempts to state clearly certain attitudes about 

the society and unconsciously results from the fact that the 

mental processes that generate architecture are the same pro¬ 

cesses that generate all other artifacts of the society. 

It is for this reason that within the investigation 

of any artifacts of a culture, a further understanding of ar¬ 

chitecture can be found. Studies of such artifacts give one 

an insight into ordered mental constructs, of which language 

is one of the first developed. The analogy of language along 

with the other analogous constructs of the mind (music, art, 

literature, etc.) can in addition give one the ability to 

view our interests in another way, as if through another per¬ 

son's eyes. In this second case, to test one's perceptions, 

decision, and meaning, one is able to employ another model of 

the order of reality, different from that usually held valid. 

As Leonard Bernstein described his education in The Unan¬ 

swered Question, "The principal thing I absorbed...was a 

sense of interdisciplinary values - that the best way to 

2 
'know' a thing is in the context of another discipline." 

If we hope to understand human thoughts and beliefs, 

we cannot examine only the physiology and psychology of an 
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individual. Rather, we must explore man's cultural artifacts, 

architecture being one of the most important, for as an arti¬ 

fact, architecture is the manifestation of the physical nature 

of, and conceptual beliefs about the activities of a culture 

translated into space and form. 

If we can establish a foundation of universal similar¬ 

ities in Architecture, then it may be possible to understand 

the differences between cultures in the manner in which spe¬ 

cific examples of architecture change, reinterpret, clarify 

or build upon those universals. 

It is about those universal similarities rather than 

those differences that this investigation is directed. 

It is within that understanding of order as an inter¬ 

mediate between perception and meaning that those universals 

will be sought. 



Chapter 2 

A FRAMEWORK FOR UNDERSTANDING 

"In the beginning, the world was without form...God 

divided the light from the darkness." This, the language of 

the Bible, expresses the strongest emotions and comprehen¬ 

sions of man as to the way chaos was overcome. On the sur¬ 

face, what is being described here is the story of creation 

but, upon closer inspection, one finds locked within this 

phrase, the incredible complexity of the mechanics of man's 

understanding of his existence. Creation in this phrase has 

the sense of causing to happen through change or arrangement. 

Most interesting of all is the method by which form 

is given to the formless: through division. Division here 

means to separate into parts, to distinguish the kinds or to 

classify. Once parted or classified, the substances are now 

distinguishable and can be comprehended. It should be re¬ 

membered that the separation is not the original state but 

rather an abstract or artificial state that is a prerequi¬ 

site for existence. It is obvious that man could not have 

been (created or otherwise) without first having a compre¬ 

hensible context in which he could exist. It simply would 

not do for man to stand around with his hands in his pockets 

while light was being separated from darkness, day separated 

from night, water separated from dry lands, etc., etc. In 
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other words, the existence of man as a being (the word be 

itself comes from the verb to be, meaning to occupy a place 

or position) depends upon the ability to determine his posi¬ 

tion in relationship to external factors. This is the basic 

foundation of human orientation and comprehension. 

Perception of the chaotic nature of external factors 

must be ordered before one can truly exist in the world. 

Bruno Bettelheim notes that in the development of a child, 

his major problem is to bring some order into the inner chaos 

of his mind so that he can understand himself better - a 

necessary preliminary for achieving some congruence between 

his perceptions and the external world". Bettelheim goes on 

to state that prior to ages three to six, "the child's ex¬ 

perience of the world is chaotic, but only as seen from an 

adult point of view, because chaos implies an awareness of 

this state of affairs. If this 'chaotic' fashion of experi¬ 

encing the world is all one knows, then it is acceptable as 

3 
the way the world is." This may account for the fact that 

remembrance of one's self in relationship to the world in 

this period of time is almost nonexistent, even for a young 

teenager (although only a span of ten years has elapsed 

prior to the period of time as opposed to one's remembrance 

in his old age of his late childhood, an elapsed period of 

sixty or more years). It is precisely this lack of order in 

one's existence that prohibits relationships to be set up 

between that child and his external environment that would 

permit remembrance. For the sake of his conscious adult ex- 
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istence, he does not exist prior to achieving some sense of 

order. Unlike our first man, he is not standing around with 

his hands in his pockets, waiting for the light to be sepa¬ 

rated from darkness: he is separating light from darkness, 

dry land from water, hot from cold, near from far. He is 

fixing his own place within the universe, he is reliving the 

story of creation, he is constructing order out of chaos. 

His being is in actuality the summation of these constantly 

developing networks and not the summation of his physical 

parts. It is the precise and complex interrelation between 

these networks that produces his individuality and subjec¬ 

tivity. 

Language, logic, reason: all the ability to trans¬ 

late external phenomenon into internal meaning (or personal 

knowledge) and vice versa through representation of physical 

events in abstract terms, are all a direct outgrowth of 

these networks of order that the child creates. 

These two translation abilities are referred to as 

externalization and internalization. Externalization is the 

ability to translate ideas, arrived at through establishing 

relationships between various internal systems of order, into 

actions, physical or mental, be it speech, writing, drawing, 

playing, or merely conscious thought. Internalization is 

the ability to translate external phenomena into internal 

order, allowing the individual to relate that phenomena to 

his understanding of the world. It should be noted that while 

perception is the mediator between external phenomena and 
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internalization, decision making is the mediator between 
4 

internal order and externalization. 

It is no wonder that these mental constructs are 

created in this manner. I have been very careful to present 

the idea of this order as occurring as a series of extremes, 

or as Paul Wiess recognizes them, "artificially disconnected 

opposite ends of continuous scales of integrating values"^, 

which brings us to the idea of a unification, a unity or 

similarity. For inherent in the notion of division is also 

the notion of unification. 

These constructs occur exactly in this manner because 

of their one-to-one relationship with the physiological sen¬ 

sors of the human body. These nerve sensors act only as a 

result of contrast, the contrast of stimulation, the contrast 

of change, the contrast of light to dark, the contrast of the 

waters above the firmament to the waters below. For all sen¬ 

sorial perception, be it visual, auditory or otherwise, is 

based upon contrast. 

This contrast can only be understood if there exists 

some framework for comparison. Hence, an individual, in 

creating an ordering network, must find a common basis for 

similarity or unity before comprehension of the contrast is 

possible. It is this ability to relate seemingly dissimilar 

elements, feelings, phenomena, etc., that is the basis for 

speech, abstract thought, comprehension and meaning. The 

more an individual is able to find relationships between 

all the various networks of order he has developed, the more 
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he is capable of understanding the dynamic nature of exis¬ 

tence . 

If one can say therefore that perception is based 

upon contrast or separation, an artificial state of division; 

and further that understanding is based upon relating or uni¬ 

fying, then the fullest comprehension of one's existence must 

be achieved with the simultaneous perception of all things, 

both as isolated and discrete entities, and as inseparable 

aspects of that pre-ordered chaos, that unformed world, that 

unseparated light and darkness. All of us are aware of this 

to a greater or lesser degree every time we see, touch or 

smell something. "It is virtually impossible to perceive 

units isolated from and unaffected by the context in which 

they appear. Relationship is inescapable, and this makes 
g 

the mere act of looking a dynamic experience." 

It is this paradox between likeness and diversity, 

thesis and antithesis, part and whole that is the basis for 

language, science, and for all knowledge in general. It is 

from the ambiguity of this paradox that all art within such 

fields as poetry, music, architecture, etc., emerges. 

This ambiguity must not be confused with unknowing 

but must be linked firmly to the notion of multiple orders 

of relationships and therefore, multiple meanings. An impor¬ 

tant concept linked to multiple meanings is that of metaphor. 

If we consider the etymology of the word ("meta"-beyond, 

"pherein"-to carry; carrying meaning beyond the literal, the 

tangible) or if we consider the definition ("the application 
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of a word or phrase to an object or concept which it does 

not literally denote in order to suggest relationship or com- 
7 

parison" ), then we begin to see that all the processes of 

internalization, knowledge and comprehension, may be based on 

something very similar to metaphor. Aristotle puts metaphor 

"midway between the unintelligible and the commonplace... 

It is metaphor," he says "which most produce knowledge." 

Leonard Bernstein quotes Quintilian as saying "metaphor acconv 

plishes 'the supremely difficult task of providing a name 

for everything.' By 'everything', he obviously meant our 

interior lives, our psychic landscapes and actions, where 

names elude us. It is thus that poetry and music^ {and ar¬ 

chitecture) "...can name the unnamable, and communicate the 
0 

unknowable." 

A metaphor by its very nature carries this notion of 

being simultaneously both different and similar. Again, we 

are brought back to this paradox of knowledge and the am¬ 

biguity of meaning. 

What about this term "creativity"? We've read of 

the creation in the Bible; discussed the idea of man creat¬ 

ing an order out of external phenomena, and been exposed to 

the phrase "creative activity", under which the decision 

making activity known as design must surely be classified. 

This must be the tie. The design process, the process by 

which the built environment is generated, is a creative pro¬ 

cess resulting from the internalization of perceptions and 

manifested by externalization through decision making. 
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Random House Dictionary's definition of design is "the 

ordering of events with intention"; the definition of create 
9 

is "to bring about or arrange by intention". Are design 

and creation the same? 

Let us look again at this notion of "creative". It 

is important to understand just what properties of creativity 

were significant to Descartes. These properties were also 

the three important observations that Chomsky presents as the 

basis for "the creative aspects of language use". 

The first observation is: normal externalization is 

innovative, in the sense that much of what we say and do in 

the course of normal activity is entirely new, not an exact 

repetition of anything we have heard or seen before and not 

even similar in pattern.^ "How else can we account for the 

astonishing fact that the strange shape which the eye ac¬ 

tually receives when looking at a tabletop receding into the 

distance is immediately understood as implying a square or a 

rectangle? We do not, in fact, see either of these geomet¬ 

rical figures and yet any deviation in the observed shape is 

noted and interpreted as a distortion of the square or rec¬ 

tangle".^^ As Chomsky states, "The number of sentences in 

one's native language that one will immediately understand 

with no feeling of difficulty or strangeness, is astronomi¬ 

cal". 

The second aspect of creativity is its freedom from 

external stimuli or internal states, as in the case of ani¬ 

mal behavior resulting from reaction to stimulation or con- 
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ditioning. It is precisely this freedom from control by 

either external or internal stimuli, that causes externali- 

zation to be creative and serve as an instrument of thought 

and self-expression "as it does not only for the exception¬ 

ally gifted and talented, but also, in fact, for every normal 

human being". 

The third aspect of creativity lies in its coherence 

and its "appropriateness to the situation". It is this final 

aspect that removes "the ravings of a maniac or the output of 

a computer with a random element" from being considered as 

.. 12 creative. 

Hidden within the relationship between these three 

observations is the notion of two parallel states of being or 

activity. A combination of the innovative, boundless nature 

of the first and the freedom and uncontrolled nature of the 

second brings us to the idea of creativity as being similar 

to play. Leonard Bernstein strongly ties these notions to¬ 

gether: "'playing': that's the word that leapt out, and 

precisely the word I want to use. It sounds frivolous, I 

know, but it is on the contrary essentially related to our 

thinking. 'Play' is the very stuff and activity of music; 

we play music on our instruments just as the composer plays 

with notes in the act of inventing it. He juggles sound- 

formations, he toys with dynamics, he glides and skips and 

somersaults through rhythms and colors": Isn't that an ex¬ 

citing concept of the nature of the creative process inherent 

in the creation of music. Bernstein does later state, how- 
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13 ever, "music does more than that, says more, means more". 

It is precisely that word "means" that brings us to the sec¬ 

ond state of being hidden within our three Descartian/ 

Chomskian observations of creativity. That state results 

from the fact that creativity must be intelligible, have 

meaning, and must be coherent and appropriate to the situa¬ 

tion. Creativity depends upon the externalization of con¬ 

cepts in an understandable way. "The exertion of body or 

mind in performing or accomplishing something." That quote, 

taken from the Random House dictionary, is a definition of 

"work". 

Creativity is a state of work and creativity is a 

state of play. There are fifty-three definitions of work in 

the Random House dictionary, numerous synonyms, including: 

drudgery, labor, vocation, ^trade, industry, toil; but only 

one antonym: play. Also curious is the fact that there are 

seventy-four definitions of the word play in the Random House 

dictionary; again, numerous wonderful synonyms, including: 

freedom, sport, frolic, romp, revel, liberty, fun; but only 

14 
one antonym: work. 

If these two words are antonyms, how can we observe 

both of these activities relating to or taking place in the 

creative process? 

Is creativity "play" or is creativity "work"? The 

answer is that both are true, and it is the contradiction 

lying deep within the creative process that enables creativ¬ 

ity to be the decision making process for the paradox of 
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knowledge and the ambiguity of meaning. The play fosters the 

highly sensitized, free state of discovery and the ever- 

expanding awareness that enables perception, external and 

internal to occur at an elevated level; the work fosters that 

meaningful externalization of discovered relationships, that 

physical or mental exertion which manifests the achievement. 

I will illustrate this idea with an example. I give 

a block of clay to a seven-year old child and another block 

to a college student, both are given the same instructions, 

"Create something with this." The child begins to play, 

while the college student inquires: "What do I make, and 

when is it due?". The college student has translated the 

notion of creative activity into work with all its limita- 

tons and concern for appropriateness, while the child trans¬ 

lates it into play, with all its freedom and liberties. I 

then tell both the child and the college student, in an at¬ 

tempt to equalize the situation: "Create an airplane; I 

will be back in two hours". Upon return, the young adult 

has carefully molded the airplane, meeting the time and per¬ 

formance requirements as successfully as any worker. The 

child has no airplane; he had the airplane an hour and forty- 

five minutes ago. His play then led him to generate another 

representation with the clay, or perhaps a continuation of 

the scenario that initiated for him at least the airplane 

(i.e., the airplane may have crashed when it met Megaman in 

a struggle and been transformed into Godzilla for a do or die 

fight to the finish). Such is the unbounded nature of play. 
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Both individuals may have at some point in their 

process been involved in a creative activity in the Descar- 

tian sense. Both, however, might be manifesting limitations 

in their creative abilities. 

The limitations in the case of the child might be one 

of understanding and coherence; in the case of the adult, it 

might be discovery or sensitivity. When understanding and 

discovery are balanced, the greatest creative activity takes 

place. 

Are creative activity and design synonymous? Not 

really. Design becomes creative activity only when it allows 

itself to occur as an act free of external processes or inter 

nal conditioning to bridge between meaning and perception, 

understanding and discovery. For it is at this point that 

design is capable of responding to the ambiguity of existence 

that elevates it to art. 

It is also at this balanced state of awareness that 

the individual is capable of best understanding his own indi¬ 

viduality and subjectivity. 



Chapter 3 

A MODEL FOR COMPREHENSION 

Various structures of understanding have been devel¬ 

oped to enable critical observations of the relationships be¬ 

tween concepts and phenomena in different fields of human 

activity. If we can view parallel analogies of structured 

understanding we may discover certain universalities in ar¬ 

chitecture, as well as develop ties or similarities between 

architecture and: language, art, poetry, music; in fact, 

potentially between architecture and every aspect of human 

activity. We must view such analogies as we would any models 

employed in our diagram of the creative process: with the 

realization that they will be transformed during our obser¬ 

vations by testing against our immediate problem. 

But how can we investigate architectural universality 

by so scientific and potentially paradoxical a means as 

structured analogies. If I can use a similar logic to that 

presented by Leonard Bernstein in a discussion of this ques¬ 

tion as it applies to music, I believe we can find the an- 

15 swer as it applies to architecture. 

Isn’t architecture supposed to be a metaphorical 

phenomenon - some kind of mysterious symbolism of our inner¬ 

most affective existence? Wasn't there always a sacred 

ceremony attached to the construction of a new building or 

city? 
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Architecture and the creative process lend them¬ 

selves more easily to description in purple prose than in 

equations. Even so great a scientist as Albert Einstein said 

that "the most beautiful experience we can have is the mys¬ 

terious". Then why would I now try to explain the beauty of 

architecture and creativity thus, apparently robbing it of 

its mystery? The fact is that architecture is not only a 

mysterious and metaphorical art; it is born of science. It 

is made of measurable elements: height, width, length, pro¬ 

portion, scale, slenderness ratios, shear, moment, and 

golden sections. So any explanation of architecture must 

combine the quantitative with the qualitative. 

It is precisely this viewing of architecture through 

new eyes, through interdisciplinary reasoning that is ex¬ 

citing about this approach. For if we can find in any inter¬ 

disciplinary analogy a further understanding of architecture, 

then we may be achieving an understanding of areas of human 

endeavor which we were unaware existed. 

Throughout the discussion, I have been presenting the 

three basic issues that form the fundamental relationship of 

the analogy. These are: perception, relationship, and 

meaning. Were not these the terms used for the description 

of the process of human comprehension? If they are, then 

they must be applicable to all aspects of human comprehension, 

including architecture - perhaps not by the same generic 

labels, but certainly by a similar description. 

We find, not so strangely, that Michael Foucault in 
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the Order of Things describes a constituent model, separate 

and distinct from the notion of a metaphorical model. These 

constituent models are, as he describes them, "not just 

techniques of formulation for the human sciences or a simple 

means of devising methods of operation with less effort; 

they make it possible to create groups of phenomena as so 

many 'objects' for a possible branch of knowledge; they 

ensure their connection in the empirical sphere, but they 

offer them to experience already linked together. They 

play the role of 'categories' in the area of knowledge 

particular to the human sciences." The constituent models 

that he sets up are: 

"functions-receiving stimuli" 

"conflict and role" 

"meaning and signification" 

16 One cannot help but see the obvious correlation to Bette1- 

heim's: perception, relationship, and meaning. We find a 

similar set of "categories" presented by Ungers in Man Trans 

Forms. He states that there exist three basic levels of 

comprehending human physical phenomena: 

1. "the exploration of physical facts" 

2. "reconstruction of phenomena in order to 
conceptualize them" 

17 3. "psychological impact" 

Leonard Bernstein in his Norton Lecture Series at Harvard pre¬ 

sents a concept of music in terms of three areas: phenology, 

18 syntax, and semantics. These lectures were, of course, 

based upon theories in Chomski's Mind and Language and are 
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used as an analogy for examining music. The main reason for 

the success of both the categories in specific and the lec¬ 

tures in general is that Bernstein does not try to explain 

music as being a language, but rather as being a unique human 

activity which results from the same mental processes that 

enable language. 

It is precisely in this same manner that we can view 

the similarity between all of these analogous models and 

architecture, and it is especially in this manner that we 

can view the relationship between linguistic analogies and 

architecture. For linguistics gives us the clearest example 

of the human mental processes and potentially the most illum¬ 

inating working model. As Agnes deMille states, "Clarity of 

thought is linked to clarity of language". 

All linguistics theories that have developed along 

transformational patterns tend to share a common three- 

component grammar as a model for understanding. These com¬ 

ponents are : 

Morphemes - smallest unit 

Syntax - order 

19 
Semantics - meaning 

A clear distinction is made within all linguistics 

theories between the two understandings of the classification 

"semantics". These are the notions of "sense" and "refer¬ 

ence". Sense embraces the complex semantic interrelationship 

of morphemes. Reference concerns itself with the "relation¬ 

ship between morphemes and the objects, concepts and events 
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to which they might refer". 

This is true not just with the basic semantics com¬ 

ponent, but also with the semantics at the level of the in¬ 

dividual morphene. "For the correct application and under¬ 

standing of a given lexeme, it is not necessary to know all 

its actual or potential referents. Indeed, many lexemes 

have no referents - whether real, imaginary or conceptual - 

21 and yet, they do and must have sense." 

With this general understanding of these analogous 

models, I would like to present the same three components 

as a model for comprehension of the complexity of architec¬ 

ture. They are: 

Components, or the smallest element indi¬ 
vidually perceived as a whole 

Order, or relationships of components 

Semantics, or meaning of the composition 

It would be advisable at this time to take notice of 

the wisdom of the linguistics and follow suit by making an 

architectural distinction within the semantics or meaning 

component between the notion of "sense" and "reference". 

For instance, a certain ordering of elements may result in a 

syntax which has a "sense" of being linear, but which serves 

as a reference to a road or pathway. In such a case, the 

semantic sense would be linear while the semantic reference 

would deal at a more metaphorical level, one of image - 

either the result of effect or affect. Similarly, we msut 

distinguish between the semantic "sense" of an individual 
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component and its semantic referent, if one exists. 

Inherent in this three-component model is one idea 

that must be stressed. The model imposes no value structure 

whatsoever on architecture. It will merely enable one to 

clarify relationships between these areas, and to test whe¬ 

ther a specific example does or does not manifest certain 

qualities or characteristics. The presence, lack or clarity 

of such characteristics in an example, and the translation 

of those facts into value judgments is left solely to the 

individual. It is for this reason that I must state that 

success or failure of an example in terms of its function is 

an issue that is not within the domain of this model. 

The best example of this can perhaps be found again 

in linguistics theory: 

A. My brother married a native speaker 
of classical Latin. 

B. Married my brother a native speaker 
of classical Latin. 

Sentence A is a grammatically correct English sentence that 

has a clear grammatical "sense". Sentence B is ungrammati¬ 

cal, and lacks a clear grammatical "sense". Since there are 

no native speakers of classical Latin alive today, it be¬ 

comes very clear that sentence A cannot be true at the pres¬ 

ent time. This "truth" is a result of the surface level 

semantic reference of the total sentence, not semantic "sense" 

of the sentence. This does not say that this sentence would 

not be true were it to occur at a different time in history, 

or if a different word were inserted for Latin; i.e. , 
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French. 

If the creative aspects of a building were a response 

to a functional problem and that functional problem was not 

met, then according to Descartes, the solution would not be 

creative because it did not manifest that necessary appro¬ 

priateness according to this third observation. However, we 

must keep these notions of creativity in the design process 

separate from this model in the analysis of form and space 

in architecture. Only if we maintain a clear distinction 

between the two can we ever hope to use this analytical model 

as a critical tool to understand the relationship between 

concept and phenomena. 

Having said this, I must however make a further clari 

fication. Syntactical relationships can cause functional 

problems. A main problem that one usually finds in public 

housing lies not within the unit, but rather occurs at the 

level of semi-private space allocation, or the space buffer¬ 

ing the public and private domains; the thresholds. The 

problem of sequence of entry is always a case of transition 

from one major syntactical order to another; from one domain 

to another. If the transition is an abrupt one, then the 

threshold usually manifests itself as a door. On the other 

hand, if the transition is gradual or overlapping (a notion 

that we will discuss later, that of simultaneous syntax or 

contrapuntal syntax), then the threshold will usually mani¬ 

fest itself through porches, changes of level, balconies, 

vestibules or other indications of the overlapping of public 
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and private worlds. The understanding of function in this 

manner occurs as a surface level meaning born out of the 

order. No value judgment can be placed upon order or "sense" 

of order in such a case, because a hard edge between two 

systems of differing order is just as valid or invalid as 

contrapuntal order occurring between two systems. It is 

simply different. Success on a functional level can only be 

determined when one overlays this model with the semantic 

reference of lifestyle and begins to test the model at that 

level. 

We can, however, test the model at another level and 

that is in terms of the "sense" of the order. Does the com¬ 

bination of components and syntax, elements and order, 

achieve a comprehendible syntactic "sense"? Does it achieve 

a whole that is more than the sum of its parts; and is this 

"more" quality of the collective understandable as one ex¬ 

periences the example and why? These are the types of ques¬ 

tions that such an analytical model can best answer about 

architecture. 

What are we really doing when we establish such a 

model which results from analyzing human activity? We are 

trying to derive an order of understanding to all architec¬ 

tural examples used; in fact, to all possible human archi¬ 

tecture, both known and unknown. If we can do this, we 

are finding something that ties all architecture together. 

We are not trying to establish rules by which all men should 

operate; we are trying to affirm the idea of "human kin- 



ship" 



Chapter 4 

COMPONENTS 

Our whole notion of perception has been based upon 

difference, our notion of comprehension based upon simi¬ 

larity. If we are then looking for the similarities in ar¬ 

chitecture, the similarities must represent qualities that 

approach the universal. Universal, that is a gigantic, dan¬ 

gerous, undefensible adjective. There is within it that 

unmistakable poetic ambiguity which we discussed earlier, 

that at the same time, it implies both similarity and di¬ 

versity. Montaigne remarked that "the most universal quality 

of man is his diversity". 

Can we establish some "substantive universals" (as 

the linguist labels them) which apply to the model of archi¬ 

tectural comprehension that we have established. Are there 

basic categories of points beyond which transformation or 

simplification of complex syntax or semantics, or components, 

may not be taken? If so, can we list them? And where do 

they come from? 

The answers to these questions are undeniable. Yes, 

there are substantive universals. Yes, we can list them; 

and they all come from common origins. This is the base we 

have been looking for. But where is it? If we go back far 

enough to discover the earliest constructions of man, we are 
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at a time prior to recorded history, even history recorded 

in buildings. So, without this recorded evidence we are 

forced to a certain degree into speculation. But this in no 

way means a lack of validity to the common origin. It 

merely means we have to be careful to what extent we assume 

similar results of the influence of common origins between 

different cultures. There are many rituals, totems and 

taboos associated with a new child coming into the world or 

achieving adulthood. Regardless of their similarities or 

diversities, implications or significations, they are all 

tied to and all spring from one common origin: human child¬ 

birth. 

In attempting to discuss universals, we find our¬ 

selves in a difficult situation resulting from the same 

idea of comprehension that led us to the quest. If we speak 

of physical "things", we are describing specific aspects 

implying differences rather than similarities. In order to 

find substantive universals, we must look for qualities and 

then discover which things possess which qualities. 

All architecture has a common origin in the univer¬ 

sal phenomena of nature. When nature is viewed as a common 

origin, we find a multitude of qualities that we ascribe to 

performance in nature as well as to phenomena in the built 

environment. Such terms as symmetry, balance, rhythm, se¬ 

quence, pattern, texture, are clearly born of nature and 

relate otherwise dissimilar "things" through a shared com¬ 

mon aspect, through a substantive universal. Even scale is 
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a substantive universal born of nature. It is the relation¬ 

ship of man's size to the size of other things. Perhaps 

scale is the qualitative basis of all quantitative descrip¬ 

tion. 

These qualities, universally understood through 

natural phenomena, are aspects of the total world, a three- 

dimensional world. Even though normally taught first in two 

dimensions, they are first experienced spatially in three 

dimensions. It is for this reason, in dealing with compre¬ 

hension of architecture, we must approach architecture as a 

spatial, three-dimensional phenomena. Although I may pre¬ 

sent two dimensional representations or plans, they should 

be taken as just that: diagrams of a three-dimensional 

event. 

I will describe one more universal which is extremely 

necessary at this time: innate spatial competence. By this, 

I am not describing any kind of spatial aptitude that might 

set apart certain humans as being more aware of spatial re¬ 

lationships. Innate spatial competence, which all normal 

human beings possess, is our built-in capacity to construe 

base elements, base syntax and base semantics; and to con¬ 

strue them in different ways. Hence the universality - 

similarity enabling diversity. There is almost certain evi¬ 

dence of this to be found in language: the three words 

room, womb, and tomb, all have similar Middle English (oum) 

and Old English (urn) pronunciation. This means that not only 

did they have the same conceptual origins, but they also went 
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through similar transformations of pronunciation which in¬ 

sured their phonetic similarity. All three words have as a 

23 
sense the idea of enclosure. Different cultures may ex¬ 

ternalize this spatial competence in different ways, but 

there is a consistency within the culture that enables spa¬ 

tial experiences to be comprehended; and it is our own spa¬ 

tial competence that enables us to perceive the phenomena in 

various cultures. 

This concept of latent similarity could not be pre¬ 

sented better than by Leonard Bernstein, who writes: "The 

differences are indeed more obvious, but they are also more 

superficial; whereas the similarities are more profound, and 

at least as striking as the differences. With time, in fact, 

the similarities grow increasingly more striking, and infin¬ 

itely more exciting because they reinforce our feelings 

24 
about a single, united human race". 

With this as a background, we can now return to the 

three aspects of architectural comprehension: components, 

order and semantics. In order to find some relation between 

all three, we should first establish some universally ac¬ 

cepted examples in each area. But in light of what we have 

just been saying, how can we ever name components or "things" 

that are universal. By the previous logic, we would have to 

name every "thing", and there goes our universality. 

Let us approach the idea of components from a slight¬ 

ly different direction. As age old question constantly 

emerges in almost any extensive discussion on architecture: 
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"What is the difference between sculpture and architecture; 

how do you make a distinction?" This is a question we are 

going to avoid being trapped into discussing. We can, how¬ 

ever, say that architectural form must always respond to 

something that sculptural form does not. And that is space. 

Architectural form gives meaning to the space. By meaning, 

we are talking about "sense" and not "reference". 

If we are going to discuss form or components in 

architecture, we have to discuss the sense that those ele¬ 

ments give to space. Let us establish the simplest of all 

relationships between form and space: the effect of the 

component or form upon one's understanding of the extent of 

one's space. I would like to present definitions of three 

cmponent or form types whose distinction or classification 

is based upon the effect of form on the extent of space. 

The actual words used to present these qualities could be 

X, Y, and Z, or Charlie, Sue and Spot. The reason for this 

is that within our language and our attitude about space and 

form, we have no such words. The words I will use have a 

current reference (rather than "sense") to one example of 

the definition. The origin (Greek) of the words, however, 

had a "sense" that is similar to how I would like to define 

them. 

Columnar - a component or form that acts as 
a location or fix to one's perception, to the 
limits of space, but that one's space flows 
around and by which, one's space is unin¬ 
terrupted . 

Planar - a component or form that defines a 
limit or separation between two spaces that 
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are perceived as being contiguous, merely 
separated by the component. 

Massive - a component or form that defines 
the limits or edge of a space. No cogni¬ 
tion or perception of the space continuing 
into or around the form exists. 

When one looks back at the Greek and Roman civili¬ 

zation, one finds an almost unbelievable interest in the 

space between and around elements. Latin in its phenomenal 

way of categorizing, took the Greek notion of space between 

columns and created the adjective "intercolumnar", along 

with the noun "intercolumnation". The Greeks, on the other 

hand, were so sensitive to this idea that they developed a 

series of words that relate column size to space between 

columns : 

pycnostyel - having a space between columns 
equal to one and one-half col¬ 
umn diameters. 

systyle - having a space between columns equal 
to two column diameters. 

eustyle - having a space between columns equal 
to two and a quarter column diameters. 

diastyle - having a space between columns 
equal to three column diameters. 

araeostyle - having a space between columns 
equal to four column diameters. 

The actual correlation of precise diameters to space in be¬ 

tween was a Latin overlay on the Greek words. It probably 

occurred with "intercolumnation". The Greek definitions 

of the words are: 

pycnostyle - dense, close, thick columns 

systyle - columns together, united 
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eustyle - well columned, good 

diastyle - with columns far apart, passing 
through, going apart. 

25 
araeostyle - with few columns, thin, few. 

It becomes obvious that Latin was ascribing a quanti¬ 

tative aspect to an idea that the Greeks had originally held 

to be qualitative. I would like to suggest an idea as to 

what the Greeks were tyring to achieve or understand. (In 

suggesting this idea, I claim the right to be wrong: for in 

actuality, what is more important is the understanding that 

one can achieve today from the idea, rather than its precise 

accuracy in describing a value structure held in the distant 

past.) I would like to suggest that the Greeks were trying 

to achieve an ideal state that existed someplace between the 

columns acting as separate elements "too thin" and allowing 

the space to flow around, and the other extreme, the col¬ 

umns acting as a plane that separated one space from another. 

This notion of being on edge between two different 

ways of perceiving the same elements, in this case both a 

plane and a transparency, is one of the most exciting as¬ 

pects of architecture. It is the richness of "ambiguity". 

It is the paradox of "both-and". An even more convincing 

substantiation of this idea comes into being when we rea¬ 

lize that the Greeks were not only trying to achieve this 

notion through spacings of regular rhythm, but through se¬ 

quential spacings as well. The Greek word "araeosystyle" 

was an alternation of araeostyle spacing and systyle 

spacing. A further reinforcement of the "both-and" idea, 
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the araeostyle was perceived as transparent, the systyle as 

planar. It is, in fact, an A-B-A-B rhythm, implying C. 

The Greek word for massive, in the sense that I am 

employing it, was "pyknos", meaning dense, close, or thick. 

This, of course, is evident in pcynostyle. The word "mas¬ 

sive" comes from the Latin "massa", meaning mass, taken from 

the Greek "massein", to knead as in bread; i.e., making a 

uniform mass. I am employing the word "mass" instead of 

"pyknos" because of the general comprehension associated with 

26 "mass" that parallels the intended meaning. 

An important part of the definitions of the three 

basic component types is the idea of perception. To be more 

precise, the perception of space as effected by form. During 

the discussion, a very important point was surfaced in regard 

to perception. The nature of the influence that specific 

thing or things have upon space may be perceived in differ¬ 

ent ways, depending upon one's summation of experience of 

the thing or things. 

Perhaps a clearer example might be that of one's per¬ 

ception of space as effected by a forest. If one perceives 

individual trees through and around which space continues 

to flow, then the forest could be said to be composed of 

columnar elements. If one perceives the trees as linked to¬ 

gether to form a series of layers that take an individual 

successively deeper and deeper into the spaces within, then 

one could say that the forest is a composite of planar ele¬ 

ments. If, however, one is aware of the forest only as a 
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wall through which one passes from light and openness to 

darkness and enclosure, then the forest could be said to be 

a mass or massive thing. 

If one increases the scale of our perception and 

views the forest as a copse, or thicket of trees with space 

all around it, then one might view it again as a totally 

columnar element. 

Locked within that example are many perceptions: 

a forest that can be perceived as columnar, which is also 

massive, made up of planar elements composed of columnar ele¬ 

ments. The unique thing about these multiple perceptions 

of the same element is that they can occur simultaneously, 

based upon visual experiences that occur instantaneously or 

over an extended period of time. Since perception only has 

meaning through past experience, when one experiences a 

specific architectural space, he is perceiving it at any pre¬ 

cise moment and location as it relates to all immediately 

past experiences of the same architectural space leading to 

that point, as well as to potentially any other past experi¬ 

ence in general. This has significance in understanding the 

variety of possible differences in perception of not only 

component but syntactic and semantic relationships as well. 

Inherent in this example is another important con¬ 

cept: scale. The nature of what constitutes a component 

within a total composition of form and space is a factor of 

scale. As one's mental networks that order the experiences 

shift from microscopic to telescopic, from detail to collec- 
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tive, the scale of relationship between component and com¬ 

position, elements and order of elements, shifts accordingly. 

We have been describing the effect of form upon the 

perception of the limits or edge condition of space. It is 

important that we realize that all the qualitative univer- 

sals that we discussed in terms of color, texture, pattern, 

scale, etc.; are further descriptions of the form of eler 

ments and in effect, further descriptions of the character of 

the nature of space. Each of these qualities can reinforce 

the general "sense" imparted by the gross physical form of 

the component. These qualities may also serve to establish 

a totally new spatial sense which may give either further 

definition or contrast to the general sense. 

It becomes evident that a complex component can im¬ 

part a certain set of senses when viewed from a specific 

location, following a given sequence of experiences. That 

same element may impart a totally different set of senses 

when perceived in some other location or manner, even though 

its actual position in relation to all other components re¬ 

mains the same. 

Complex components of this character can impart mul¬ 

tiple meanings which are incredibly rich in paradox and 

ambiguity. 

Such paradoxes and ambiguities when found in compre¬ 

hensible relationships form the very poetry and science of 

architecture. 



Chapter 5 

ORDER 

"Twas brillig and the slivey toaves did gire and 

- 27 
gimbel in the wabes." 

What a way to view syntax. Charged with words of un¬ 

known meaning, this sentence from Through the Looking Glass 

written by Lewis Carroll, presents one of the clearest ex¬ 

amples in English language of the importance of syntax in 

comprehension. Millions of people have been able to paint 

mental pictures or find their own references to these mean¬ 

ingless words simply because of their order. This order 

enables relationships to be established between the unknown 

words and grammatical elements that have sense. Although 

each individual is able to find his own references for the 

meaningless words, the "sense" of them within the order of 

the sentence is identical in any interpretation. 

If we can understand why this occurs in this exam¬ 

ple, then perhaps it will be possible to apply the same 

mental processes to see how three-dimensional elements, void 

of clear semantic references, can impart a sense to space 

when ordered in a comprehensible manner. 

To start with, let us rewrite the sentence removing 

words that lack clear references : 

"Twas and the did and in 
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We can see that regardless of the words we insert into the 

blanks, the sentence still has the same comprehensible "sense" 

even if we insert known references: 

"Twas autumn and the blue birds did soar and glide 

in the sky." 

How do we comprehend the sense of the sentence? The 

mind is able to give meaning to the words by establishing a 

group of similar words for each unknown word. The words in 

the group have certain characteristics in common. The mind 

"tends to group words on the basis of proximity or of sim¬ 

ilarity", i.e., two words situated close together in a 

phrase are seen together as a whole even though they may be 

dissimilar; or words with similar prefixes or suffixes, or 

similar sounds may be seen as having similar qualities. Both 

of these operations are happening in this sentence. 

First of all, let us look a proximity of unknown words 

It was brillig 

the toaves 

the slivey 

did gire 

(did) gimbel 

the wabes 

In each case, there is a known word, either adjective or verb 

or prepositional phrase which identifies the part of speech 

of each word. We know whether they are verbs, nouns, adjec¬ 

tives, etc. 

Secondly, the endings of certain words give us further 
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reinforcement of this fact: Slivey ends in "ey", clearly 

an adjective or adverb. "Toaves" is plural, therefore al¬ 

lowing "gire" and "gimbel" to follow grammatical rules of 

conjugative endings. 

The ambiguity and complexity of multiple references 

occurs as a result of this second idea, grouping through sim¬ 

ilarity. Only here, it is taken past "sense" and being em¬ 

ployed to find references. It becomes clear that syntax is 

used to give meaning (sense) and semantics (references) are 

used to give ambiguity. This understanding is identical to 

the conclusion we reached when discussing complex components. 

"Complex components...when found in a comprehensible rela¬ 

tionship can impart multiple meanings which are incredibly 

rich in ambiguity and paradox." 

Understanding and meaning grow out of establishing 

one to one relationships. More thorough understanding may 

occur as a result of a great number of one to one relation¬ 

ships between an unknown element and known conditions. In 

our example, each word is understood first through a one to 

one relationship to the initial order or known syntax of the 

sentence, secondly, through comparison based upon proximity 

to known words, and lastly through one to one relationships 

to phonetically similar words. 

This is a characteristic of any ordered relationship. 

Even though we are ordering a number of elements, we always 

relate them in an almost binary, one to one manner, to each 

other or to an intermediate. Unless the system of order is 
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comprehensible, the nature of the relationships is not 

understood. 

If we were to view a series of diagrams, one at a 

time, of different locations of the planets and sun of our 

solar system, it would be impossible to achieve a clear com¬ 

prehension of the order. 'We might be misled by the proximity 

or chance alignment of three or more bodies into believing an 

order that did not exist. Only through observation of the 

diagrams in series, or through observation of the actual 

movement, would we be able to perceive the relationship be¬ 

tween each individual planet and the sun. Order is the way 

we understand these relationships. It is an idea that cannot 

occur out of a context. We cannot see order without seeing 

elements that are ordered. We cannot abstract order and 

talk about it without using some other element in similar 

relationshiops to explain it or without describing the sense 

of the order. In our example of the solar system, we cannot 

draw the order without drawing the location or paths of the 

planets and we cannot describe thé order without using such 

words as "centroidal", which explains the sense of the order. 

In establishing three-dimensional relationships be¬ 

tween form and space, there are three basic orders. These 

three orders occur at a level of abstraction past which fur¬ 

ther simplification would abolish any meaning or sense in 

the order. We might call these three the substantive uni¬ 

versal syntax. As in the case of the substantive universals 

discussed earlier, we cannot describe them without describ- 
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ing examples of them or describing their "sense". At the 

level of each universal their "sense" is also employed as 

their generic name: i.e., symmetrical, sequential, etc. 

We will therefore use the sense of the order as the name of 

each syntax: 

Central - information related or ordered to 
a common location 

Linear - information related to one another 
through a sequence. The reference 
becomes a line or alignment. 

Areal - information related to a field; re¬ 
lated to a space within which gen¬ 
eral definition occurs. 

There is an interesting cartesian parallel to the 

three in terms of point, line, field. The point generates 

the line, the line generates the field; or conversely, the 

line is a section through the field and the point is a sec¬ 

tion through the line. The three occur as subsequent simpli¬ 

fications or abstractions of the three-dimensional world. 

We also find an interesting parallel to the three in terms 

of their basic metaphorical implications, as we will discuss 

later : 

Central - Self 

Linear - Life 

Areal - World 

It must be emphasized that these three orders represent the 

simplest possible states of syntax. In an actual view of 

architecture or environment, one might find multiple orders 

overlaid one upon another; numerous transformations of order 

and changes in apparent order as the scale increases or 
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decreases. Before we can begin to examine such complexities, 

we must first establish certain fundamental ideas about 

order. 

Let us suppose I have five objects on a table: an 

orange salt shaker, a green pepper shaker, a blue bottle of 

salad dressing, a yellow container of grated cheese, a red 

bottle of catsup. I can order these elements in numerous 

ways : 

A few might be: 

-Tall to short succession 

-Fat to thin succession 

-Chromatic: blue to green to yellow to orange to red 

-Degrees of contrast between color of contents and 
color of container 

-Height of the contents above the base 

-Percentage of interior filled with contents 

-Heaviest to lightest 

The list could continue to grow as we find aspects that are 

shared by all five elements that can be related. All of 

these orders are based upon a linear progression or sequence. 

When we think about the various configurations that are pos¬ 

sible, we realize that given certain configurations we could 

begin to order certain aspects that cannot readily be repre¬ 

sented in a linear sequence. For example: 

-The continuous color wheel as circular 

-The percentage of one component vs. the 
percentage of another as a field. 

It becomes evident that the five elements in any sequence may 
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have multiple orders. It becomes equally evident that dif¬ 

ferent individuals may perceive different apparent orders;.and 

different reasons behind the orders (the meaning). 

What I have just presented are examples of four 

fundamental ideas about order. These fundamentals account 

for two very important aspects of architecture, not yet 

presented, syntactical ambiguity and contrapuntal or simul¬ 

taneous syntax. These fundamentals are: 

1. The same components have different 
meanings (senses) depending upon their 
order. 

2. The same components in the same relative 
location may have multiple orders. 

3. The same components in the same relative 
location may have different meanings 
(senses) depending upon the order(s) 
perceived. 

4. The same components in the same relative 
location may simultaneously have multi¬ 
ple meanings (senses) depending upon the 
multiple orders perceived. 

I would like to present a more architectural il¬ 

lustration of these three ideas. Let us suppose that we have 

sixteen identical columnar elements, arranged on a horizon¬ 

tal plane in the three organizations shown below: 

•••• •••• 
• • •••••••• •••• 
• • •••••••• •••• 
•••• •••• 
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The orders in the three cases correspond to the idea 

of the three basic syntaxes: central, linear, and areal. 

The understanding of one's perception of the nature of the 

space created is different in each case. It is this differ¬ 

ence in understanding of the nature of space that constitutes 

syntactic meaning or "senses". It we overlay these figures 

with regulating lines, either concentric, linear, or areal, 

then the organization of the elements begins to emerge more 

clearly. 

• • 
• • • • 
• • 
• • 

• • • • 
• • 

4 

In the central syntax, one's space is defined in rela 

tion to a central point. The response that an individual 

makes to the space is understood as being either centrifugal 

(moving away from the center) or centripital (drawn toward 

the center). The linear scheme is clearly organized as a 

rhythm or progression of locations along an axis. One under¬ 

stands space as being organized by the elements into layers 

that one moves, either within the space, along the axis, or 

across the spaces against the axis. 

The areal scheme is organized as a gridwork or along 

two perpendicular axes. Space is understood as quantified 

into similar areas by the general definition of the field. 
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Variations in one's movement becomes insignificant, and are 

only understood through change from one axis to another. 

These three distinct senses in spatial comprehension 

show that the same components have different meanings 

(senses) depending upon their order.(1). 

We can now take the same sixteen identical columnar 

elements and arrange them in a slightly more complex config¬ 

uration. The columns are still perpendicular to the hori¬ 

zontal plane: 

• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 

In this configuration, there seems to be no one apparent 

order emerging as clearly as the previous examples. No 

single one to one relationship is evident. If, however, we 

overlay this pattern with a series of concentric lines, it 

becomes evident that the configuration can be perceived as 

central but in an incomplete state: 

• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
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If we disregard these lines and overlay the elements 

with a major axis and a series of secondary axis, we find 

that one perceives the composition as linear in its organi¬ 

zation. Again, it appears in an incomplete state, as if 

certain elements were missing or removed. 

• • * • 
• 7 T ” • 
mm • • • • • 
• • • ® 

We may instead overlay the base elements with a uni¬ 

form orthoganol gridwork denoting a field with the resulting 

orders perceived as areal. 

These three variations achieved by overlaying organi¬ 

zational lines on top of the éléments illustrates that the 

same components in the same relative location may have mul¬ 

tiple orders (2). 

In the last example as in the other two, we sense that 

certain columns are missing. In fact, depending upon the 
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order perceived, we could complete the arrangement by estab 

lishing the missing columns. In each case, the final compo 

sition would be different: 

• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 

• • • • • • 

• • • • • • 

It is the sense of the order perceived that allows for 

the completion in each case. It is therefore the difference 

in the perception that accounts for the different "sense". 

•In other words, the same components in the same relative loca¬ 

tions may have different meanings (sense) depending upon the 

order(s) perceived (3). 

If we now go back and study our original 16 column 

compositions void of any organizational overlay or additional 

columns, we become quickly aware of an important phenomenon. 

• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
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We can see all three orders occurring simultaneously 

within the composition. Our perception of the major order 

changes, depending upon what area we view as dominant. This 

would also occur were one to move through the sixteen columns 

as an actual three-dimensional spatial composition. Our per¬ 

ception of the major sense of the spatial order changes de¬ 

pending upon which space or spaces we occupy and the nature 

of the deliniation and marking of those spaces by the columns 

If we overlay our sixteen column example with all 

three sets of regulating lines, we arrive at the following il 

lustration : 

I 

Simultaneously, we have three different syntactical 

orders occurring. We can, therefore, understand that the 

same components in the same relative locations may simulta¬ 

neously have multiple.meanings (sense) depending upon the 

multiple orders perceived (4) . 

The significance of this last fact is that we now 

have available to us a myriad of combinations of orders and 

their associative meanings. Through this phenomena, a new 

and beautiful form of ambiguity has been afforded us. That 
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is contrapuntal syntax: the miraculous ability to perceive 

simultaneously two different senses of order for the same 

space-form relationship. 

Our complex sixteen-column example may now be under¬ 

stood as composed of a central spine that creates a bilat¬ 

erally symmetrical organization overlaid upon a central or 

areal order. 

« 

T 
• • 

•— —4 > I,rl ,,,r n ijr — -- 

k—: 

—« r-4 

—1 

    

We could even consider the configuration to be bi- 

nuclear in character (composed of one area clearly central 

and another clearly areal) with a linear linkage between the 

two orders : 

t 

1> 

i «► 
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I* 
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But haven't we actually made a gigantic quantum leap 

from the simplistic central, linear, and areal organization 

to our sixteen-column wonder of complexity? How were we able 

to move from those three simple diagrams to a binary organi¬ 

zation of two separate syntaxes linked by a third and poten¬ 

tially embodying contrapuntal syntax? 

In the simplest of all explanations, the three organi¬ 

zations underwent a conjunctive transformation accompanied by 

the deletion of superfluous elements. Conjunction and dele¬ 

tion, those were the transformations. Transformation : that 

is the key we have been looking for. 

Transformation is the ability to change an idea from 

an existing form into a new one; altering some of the aspects 

of the form while keeping others constant. In language, the 

ability to keep the meaning of the sentence constant while 

transforming it from active to passive, declarative to inter¬ 

rogative, and so on, is a basic grammatical fact shared by 

all language. Chomski feels that it is a genetic endowment 

we all share. However, based upon our discoveries of under¬ 

standing through Bettelheim, one feels that it may be in¬ 

separably linked to the workings of our subjective networks. 

Transformation may, like metaphor, be an integral part of 

understanding. It may be the vehicle for ordering dissim¬ 

ilar experiences into an internalized network. Conversely, 

it may be the mechanism for decision making: i.e., exter- 

nalization of internal orders. For in actuality, is not a 

metaphor nothing more than a very specific kind of transfor- 
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mation? 

Let us think back to the Chomskian example of Des¬ 

cartes' first observation of creativity, "The number of sen¬ 

tences of one's native language that one will immediately 

understand with no feeiing of difficulty or strangeness is 

2 8 astronomical." The reason for this becanes evident: it is 

a result of the transformational process, which no doubt 

develops even prior to language. How else is a young child 

armed only with a few basic sentences able to execute such 

formations with such grammatical accuracy. Sentences like, 

"Stern does not eat shrimp" and "the girls kissed the boys" 

become : 

"Didn't Stern eat the shrimp?" 

"The boys were kissed by the girls" 

"Weren't the boys kissed by the girls?" 

"The shrimp were eaten by Stern" 

"The girls were not kissed by the boys" 

"Did Stern kiss the girls?" 

"Didn't the girls like the shrimp?" 

What is exciting about the transformational process 

with which we have been playing, is that it is a creative 

process. It is this creative process that is the same in its 

transformational aspects for both the child's sentences and 

the poet's verses; the same for both the student's basic 

color problems and the architect's complex building design. 

Leonard Bernstein presents a very clear picture of 

the relationship between creativity and transformation, "The 
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process is made clear to us by the crucial invention called 

transformational grammar, through which we can see how the 

tiniest basic concepts, or units of information, buried in 

the depths of the mind, are selected, combined, connected 

and refined, and make their way up through the 'neural net' 

29 to a mental surface where they are expressible." 

It becomes increasingly evident that understanding 

transformations can provide us with a model of how we think, 

not just how we formulate sentences, or how we design environ¬ 

ments, but how we function creatively in all aspects of our 

lives. If we look again at our model of the creative pro¬ 

cess, we are now equipped with an understanding as to why 

the metaphorical, syntactical, and analogous models are 

changed, shifted, combined and deleted. 

Those changes are, in effect, transformations of 

those "tiniest basic concepts" making their way through our 

subjectivity, becoming enriched by the totality of our ex¬ 

periences. 

Let us look at a few of the transformations that 
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occur in language, music, or poetry and see if we cannot 

find parallels in architecture. We can understand our six¬ 

teen column example as resulting from conjunction and dele¬ 

tion. However, we may be able to view it in a slightly dif¬ 

ferent manner resulting from a different transformation. If 

we have the sentence: "Sam convinced Susie to write the 

letter," we see that it is actually the result of having two 

entities embedded in one another: 

1. Sam convinced Susie 

2. Susie (to) write the letter 

These two sentences are joined together by the process of 

embedding followed by the deletion of the superfluous ele¬ 

ments (the extra Susie). It is now possible for us to per¬ 

ceive the sixteen column example as three orders, each one 

embedded one within the others. 

If we view the following sentence: "John promised 

that he would write the letter, clean the kitchen, and paint 

the wall," we can understand an important transformational 

phenomenon called pronominal substitution. The sentence is 

a result of three basic entities: 

1. John promised that John would write the letter 

2. John promised that John would clean the kitchen 

3. John promised that John would paint the wall 

Through embedding and pronominalization, we arrive at the 

sentence : 

-John promised that he would write the letter 
and he promised that he would clean the kit¬ 
chen and he promised that he would paint the 
wall. 
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Through deletion, we arrive at: 

John promised that he would write the letter, 
clean the kitchen, and paint the wall. 

I can present these ideas through a graphic repre¬ 

sentation of a three-dimensional phenomenon. The following 

four diagrams are representations of form-space relationships 

Through embedding, pronominalization and deletion, I can 

establish the following diagram: 

 
L
L

: 



Those four original diagrams can be joined through the same 

transformational process to become this diagram: 
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We can see that the only difference is the syntax 

that was employed to give architectural meaning, "sense" to 

the transformations. 

We can begin to understand the levels of complexity 

that can occur in three-dimensional transformation occurring 

in various aspects of spatial sense. This complexity in¬ 

creases as we increase the number of potential transforma¬ 

tions that can occur, such as augmentation, repetition, ex¬ 

pansion, scale manipulation, inversions, and so on. 

One should not misconstrue the object of this dis¬ 

cussion as an attempt to develop a taxonomy of creative ac¬ 

tions performed during the design process. Rather, it should 

be viewed as a means of understanding the workings of the 

mind, enabling perceptions that one discovers throughout 

life, to be applied to one's understanding of architecture. 

Let us see if we cannot employ our newly discovered 

transformational phenomena to understand and perhaps clarify 

a relationship that has traditionally been vague. That is 

the relationship between architecture and construction. 
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Architecture as opposed to construction is responsive to 

greater issues than just those inherent in the building 

trades; it must represent more; it must respect more; it 

must mean more. There is the key; "means". Architecture 

must satisfy many more conditions than construction, and in 

so doing, has meaning that relates to each of those condi¬ 

tions. The complexity of architecture occurs as a result of 

the multiplicity of meanings associated with the multipli¬ 

city of issues. It is above all, the "sense" of architec¬ 

ture that allows multiple meanings to occur simultaneously 

in any space-form relationship. 

Built upon this sense, and resulting from these 

meanings, are the immense variety of possible associations, 

the affects that allow for architecture to take on an aesthe¬ 

tic function. If what we have been saying is true, then it 

should be possible to reapply the same transformational pro¬ 

cess of deletion, repetition, embedding, and so on, to a 

base vocabulary of construction, void of any response (even 

programmatic) other than that associated with building 

trade; and in so doing, transform it into a new function, an 

aesthetic function - namely, architecture. Of course, the 

transformations would be purely whimsical because the issues 

that in reality would normally cause or necessitate the 

existence of such transformations are not present. 

But does there exist such a vocabulary of construc¬ 

tion. Is not any construction going to be a response to some 

aspect of function, some aspect of image? Can one find such 
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construction, even in drawings, in non-built form? Archi¬ 

tecture transformed from what? 

I have a short answer: does the name Ramsey and 

Sleeper mean anything to you? Although not normally linked 

with Venturi and Rauch, or Sullivan & Adler, Ramsey & 

Sleeper were architects. They were the authors, if you can 

call it that, of a book that most of use have entitled, 

30 Architectural Graphic Standards. Most of us refer to it 

for its representation of construction, and for its informa¬ 

tion as to the way materials go together, never for the aes¬ 

thetics of its architecture. If we could indulge in an anal¬ 

ogy between architecture and language, we could probably say 

that Graphic Standards is certainly not poetry. In fact, it 

is not even prose. One might consider it more a volume of 

verb conjugations. The examples in Graphic Standards are not 

complete buildings. They lack syntax and sense. To follow 

our analogy a little further, they are not complete sentences. 

If I begin to assemble various examples and transform 

them by applying deletion, repetition, scale variations, 

embedding and so on, it will begin to look like architecture; 

some pretty interesting architecture at that. 
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You see, the more the elements are transformed, the 

more they resemble architecture. This is because in what we 

see we sense that there exist responses to greater issues than 

just to the building trades. We feel, whether it is justified 
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or not, some syntactic "sense", some inner core determinism 

that allows for such a multitude of meanings to be read into 

it. (We must be careful, for the potential lack of such 

"sense" makes these drawings paper thin. This is potentially 

a dangerous proposition.) 

I am not representing these examples in defense of an 

idea that Ramsey and Sleeper were great architects, or that 

Architectural Graphic Standards should be read as one would 

read Sculley or Five Architects; but, to demonstrate my 

hypothesis about the relationship between construction and 

architecture, and the transformational activities of the 

design process that enable their co-existence. I am not 

suggesting that one should view Graphic Standards as a source 

of inspiration on a design problem any more than one should 

view Barragan, or Corbu, as a source of inspiration. But 

then again, I am suggesting that one should not view it any 

less as a source of inspiration than one would view the other 

more architecturally-based examples. 



Chapter 6 

SEMANTICS 

"In Breman...seventeenth-century fortifications that 

had become useless owing to modern artillery were trans¬ 

formed into promenades and gardens, but the formal esthetic 

of their design was not modified. Though the meaning of the 

wor d had been altered, the structure of the language re- 

31 
unchanged." 

Françoise Choay in this description of the nine¬ 

teenth century changes that were made in the Ringstrassa is, 

in effect, presenting us with an example of the transforma¬ 

tional processes of which we have been speaking. The trans¬ 

formations in this case are at the city scale and are com¬ 

ponent transformations rather than syntactic ones. The key 

to this example is in understanding the last sentence of the 

quote and more precisely, understanding the word "meaning" 

in that last sentence. Those transformations changed the 

semantic referents, but at the scale we are perceiving them 

they do not change the semantic sense of the space. It is 

the universality of experience, order, and comprehension 

that allows for different people, many generations apart, to 

perceive the same spatial "sense" through the unchanged syn¬ 

tax, regardless of the component transformations. 

Meaning in architecture is a result of the combina¬ 

tion of component and syntax. It is this "sense" that we 
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have been discussing that enables comprehension of the in¬ 

trinsic architectural meaning. For architecture has intrin¬ 

sic meanings of its own, which should not be confused with 

specific feelings and moods, and certainly not with program¬ 

matic success or images. These intrinsic architectural 

meanings are generated by a continuous flow of metaphors, 

all of which are transformations of perceptions, all result¬ 

ing from a need to understand. 

We must distinguish this understanding from extrin¬ 

sic meaning. It is through extrinsic meaning that architec¬ 

tural components and syntax are related to non-architectural 

meanings. In this case, extrinsic metaphors belonging to 

the non-architectural world are assigned to architecture in 

terms of literal semantic references. "The building's facade 

is like a man's face." This is an analogy, which through 

deletion becomes, "The building's facade is a man's face," 

an extrinsic metaphor. 

All of us must eventually succumb in our discussions 

of the practice of architecture to the realization that all 

those simple bricks and joists, all those basic colors and 

textures, however composed and ordered, do emerge from the 

architect’s mind meaning something; to be more precise, ex¬ 

pressing something. And in many cases, expressing something 

about the function of the architecture that could only be 

expressed in space and form. 

Expressing! Now, we are on shaky ground again. Is 

not there a distinction between architecture meaning some- 
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thing and expressing something? 

Yes. When architecture '’means" something, it is con¬ 

veying that meaning through the syntactic relationships estab 

lished between space and form. When architecture means some¬ 

thing, it has a "sense" and I can report those meanings and 

senses in terms of forms and spaces. 

When architecture "expresses" something to us, it is 

something we feel when moving through those spaces and next 

to those forms. We feel power, we feel lofty, we feel inti¬ 

mate,, we feel passion, we feel mystery, we feel something. 

If we were to:! let fifty people move through a piece 

of architecture and report their feelings, analyze and com¬ 

pare them objectively, perhaps we could understand them in 

relation to architecture. But unfortunately, feelings cannot 

be reported scientifically in contrastable objective terms. 

They are, in fact, reported in subjective, highly personal- 

32 ized and individualistic ways. 

From where, then, does affect in architecture come. 

Does it come from the "sense" of architecture? Is it the 

intrinsic architectural meanings and metaphors that are 

able to move us so strongly, or is it resulting from a trans- 

ferral of affect from the architect by use of the building 

to the individual experiencing it? 

When we walk through Thomas Jefferson's University of 

Virginia campus, are we feeling what Jefferson felt when he 

designed the complex? I could perhaps tell you some of the 

feelings I feel when I walk through it: 
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-Importance, significance 

-Ethereal, controlled, perfection 

-Restful urban garden 

-Classical academic village 

-A clearing between two edges of forests of 
buildings 

-Mysterious progressions of columns and space 

-Knowledge on the crest of the hill, able to view 
the world in perspective. 

-The Serpentine walls seem as if they are wandering 
through the world, terminating in purpose. 

-The Master's house occurs as important events in 
one's life, each different but all linked to the 
continuum 

I could continue with each space and detail, building and im¬ 

mense catalog of ambiance, constructed of qualitative feelings 

and metaphors. But did Jefferson feel these things, or any¬ 

thing like them? Did I just make them up, or are they in 

some way related to Jefferson's feelings, transferred to me 

through the components and the syntax. We will never know, 

we cannot ask him. The fact is, in all probability, both 

are true. And we have now discovered a third ambiguity - 

a beautiful semantic ambiguity. 

We do know that some of these feelings were shared 

by Jefferson. In fact, as early as 1805, he considered the 

form of the buildings to be in the form of "an academic vil- 

But whatever is true, one point emerges in this dis¬ 

cussion: architecture does possess the power to express. 

And human beings do possess the ability to respond. "What" 

architecture expresses is very hard to determine; but the 

"how" is very easy: and that is metaphor. 
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If we can now diagram the idea of the relationship 

between syntax and meaning, it might look something like 

this: 

SUBSTANTIVE UNIVERSAL SYNTAX, SENSES & METAPHORS 

BASIC SYNTAX BASIC SYNTACTIC SENSE BASIC SYNTACTIC METAPHOR 

(Central) — ■ ■■■■■— Central — ■■■-■ ■■ ■ Self 

(Linear) ■ Linear ——^Life 

(Areal)   Areal » World 

As we begin to think about meaning and metaphors, we 

realize that a great number of them depend upon syntax or 

order to convey the intended meaning. For example: 

Life is a road. 

Through this one understands certain aspects about life. Not 

that it is flat with a stripe down the center, or that cars 

drive on it; but rather: it is linear; it connects people, 

places, and events; sometimes it winds; sometimes it is 

straight. 

It is the "sense" of the syntax, not the reference, 

that conveys the meaning. Sense in architecture makes space 

and form understandable, and it does so by relating the in¬ 

dividual's position and movement through form and space. 

"Sense" allows the individual to interpret all of the or¬ 

dered relationships that we have been discussing in terms of 

implied movement. For although an individual may be station¬ 

ary, he or she may sense an implied movement inherent in the 
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space delineated by the forms. To express these senses words 

have been developed with precise understanding of space: 

centripital, centrifugal, layered and so on. We are even 

aware of a very important phenomenon that occurs where two 

of the senses occur simultaneously (resulting from contra¬ 

puntal syntax) and in contrast to one another. That term is 

recentering: the phenomenon of the sense of a space acting 

upon an individual to redirect or reorient that individual 

when moving from one space to another. 

Linked to these senses and integrally tied to the 

perception of movement is the fundamental idea of repetition. 

For all order, all metaphors, in fact all understanding de¬ 

pends ultimately upon repetition, which is then subject to 

the various transformational processes we have been discus¬ 

sing. It is only by the regular reiteration of equivalent 

units that architecture provides an experience of time. 

While the perception, ordering and understanding of the 

phenomenon that we have been discussing occurs instanta¬ 

neously, the comprehension of these phenomena will always 

include an idea of time. It is the relative balance between 

perception and spatial movement in relation to the percep¬ 

tion of spatial time that allows us to understand architec¬ 

ture as being kinetic or static, charged or restful. 

Semantic "sense" in literature is similar to seman¬ 

tic "sense" in architecture in that various transformations 

of repetitive elements in both cases add to, detract, or 

counter the basic "sense". 
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In accepting this idea, we are again acknowledging 

the fact that regardless of the nature of the activity, be 

it literature, architecture, or art, the mind employs the 

same transformational processes in the perception or crea¬ 

tion of any new information. How else can we explain the 

existence in architecture of all the following literary 

transformational descriptions. Furthermore, how else can we 

explain the similar meaning or "sense” inherent in the 

transformations in both cases. 

From 

-antithesis; opposition or contrasting com¬ 
ponents 

-alliteration; components with similar 
initial beginnings 

-anaphora; beginning complex components 
with similar smaller components 

-chiasmos; reversing the order of elements 

All the way to 

-zeugmos; two or more components tied to and 
modified by the same third component 

There exists one more principle that I would like to 

discuss. If all transformations occur as a result of changes 

in basic elements or orders, then perceptions of such trans¬ 

formations are occurring as changes or slight elaborations 

or variations in an understood repetition. This variation in 

repetition is always in one way or another, a manifestation 

of a mighty dramatic principle known as Violation of Expecta¬ 

tion. What is expected, of course, is repetition - either 

literal and exact, or as a resolution, or as whatever is 
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expected. When those expectations are violated, there exists 

a variation. The variation is the violation. To state this 

more clearly, variation cannot occur without the previously 

assumed idea of repetition. It is the conspicuous absences 

or violations of the expected repetition that make a particu¬ 

lar piece of architecture what it is. It is through this 

violation of expectation that we are allowed to share in the 

richness of ambiguity, the wonder of contrapuntal syntax, 

and the delights of multiple meanings. 

If this point is clear, then perhaps I can press the 

issue to make one further point. The idea of repetition is 

inherent in architecture, even when the repetition itself 

does not physically exist. In other words, Violation of 

Expectation, manifest through transformations, can occur in 

architecture through the idea of repetition, through the 

comprehension of the sources of the transformation regard¬ 

less of their physical existence. 



Chapter 7 

CONCLUSION 

I had planned at this point in the discussion to pre¬ 

sent specific examples illustrating the various meanings that 

occur as a result of components and syntax combined and trans 

formed by the creative process. 

It was my intention to present a lengthy analysis of 

Bramante's Tempietto as one of these examples. I was going 

to illustrate how one could achieve a sense of the form and 

space through an understanding of the possible transforma¬ 

tions from the basic order of the central organization to the 

more complex actual syntax. For in the Tempietto, we are 

conceptually aware of three concentric rings of form. The 

outer elements which are doric columns, the central ring 

which is basically a restatement of the columns only trans¬ 

formed into rectilinear pillars having certain planar quali¬ 

ties, and lastly, the inner ring which has the quality of 

being a mass. Perhaps we could see this better were they 

three rings presented diagrammatically in an axial layered re 

lationship: 

□ □□□□□□ 
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The first major transformation is that of embedding: 

the ring of pillars and the ring of mass. This achieves a 

strong axial relationship between the resulting forms: 

o o 

i r 

SI o 

Space is further manipulated through very special de¬ 

letions in the mass of the new elements. With the rhythm of 

the column spacing, the deletions alternate between being pen¬ 

etrations in the mass, thereby causing it to read as planar; 

and being partial removals or niches created, thereby empha¬ 

sizing the quality of the plane as a mass. 

ABCBABCBABCBABC 

These deletions create, therefore, another rhythm or 

counterpoint to the basic rhythm (B) of the columns: 

BABCBABC 

We find, however, that the deletions that penetrate the mass 

are in fact more complex and they too alternate in character 
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thereby resulting in an alternation in the nature of the 

forms that create them: 

We have, in effect, created a new rhythm which deals 

with inversion and even approaches chiasmos: 

A B C B1 A1 B1 C B A 

An axial relationship can be formed around any A of A^, caus¬ 

ing such spaces to become bilaterally symmetrical with its 

implied anthropomorphic sense. 

We can view the character of space as one might per¬ 

ceive its limit in such a scheme: 

B C B A B C 
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These transformations and resulting senses take on 

on a special meaning when they are viewed as they occur in the 

Tempietto: ordered not axially but in a central syntax. A 

diagram of one's perception of sapce as it would occur in that 

relationship might be viewed as follows: 

It becomes obvious that in this syntax, the edges of the 

spaces created by C are centrifugal and the edges of the 

1 . 34 spaces created by A and A are essentially centripetal. 

I was going to describe to you the dilemma I encoun¬ 

tered upon finding that A1 spaces seem in plan to have the 

tendency to act centrifugally when within the central space; 

and the absolute delight of my discovery of interior C spaces 

above the A"*" areas. Such spaces solved the dilemma of those 

edge conditions by redirecting space back to the center. 

This is further substantiated by the discovery that there are 

statues in those spaces, and there were in fact, statues in 

the exterior C spaces that looked out, assisting in achieving 
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the desired directionality of space. 

I had intended to present an example of one archi¬ 

tect's transformations upon another architect's work, illus¬ 

trating how the sense of the space is altered by slight 

changes to both the components and to minor syntactic percep¬ 

tions. This is clearly evident when one views the two plans 

for St. Peter's: Bramante's and Michaelangelo's. 

The plan undergoes simple deletions of the corner 

elements and transformations of the columns: 

These changes strengthen the centralized notion of the space 

by diminishing the tendencies of one to perceive the corner 

spaces as separate entities, thereby perceiving the main syn- 
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tactical order as areal: 

Then I was going to trace the history of the development of 

the Christian sanctuary as the changes in ecclesiastical view¬ 

points are reflected through transformations in the actual 

structure, to emphasize one order over another or to give new 

meaning to an existing order. Both the Temple of Zeus at 

Olympia and the Jewish Temple at Jerusalem were organized 

along a linear progression, from commonplace to sacred. The 

termination of the axis was the world at one end and the 

most holy of places at the other. As Judaism moved away 

from ritualistic tendencies and filtered down to the community, 

one discovers that the synagogue developed along an areal 

model with an obvious attempt to destroy any axis. The cen¬ 

tral location was still important as a location for reading 

the scriptures. 

This shifting emphasis as to the nature of the order 

which reinforced the centrality of the space, and the accom¬ 

panying nature of the ecclesiastical and liturgical view¬ 

points, manifests itself through Christianity. The clearest 

example occurs at the time of the Reformation, where we see 
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the transformations made by Calvinism on the Cathédrale de 

Saint Pierre at Geneva: 

The form and space of the building remained unchanged. The 

position of the congregation and the pulpit (A) was altered 

to diminish the linear, ritualistic aspects and to emphasize 

the nature of the collective of individuals. This was 

achieved through emphasis upon centrality being expressed 

within an areal organization. In other words, the same com¬ 

ponents in the same relative locations may have different 

35 meanings (senses), depending upon the order(s) perceived. 

All this, I had planned on presenting and more. In 

fact, I had even organized a history of the development of 

modern architecture as it paralleled developments in modern 

poetry, art, and music; to prove that modernism is simply a 

collection of mental transformations that occurred in all 

areas of creativity. For there exists a multitude of para¬ 

llels between music and architecture and poetry: parallels 

of time, of attitudes, and of responses. Macintosh's Glas¬ 

gow School of Art, was constructed at the same time as the 

first performances of Debussey's "The Faune", described as 
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representing the particular stress of the time and a "last- 

36 
ditch stand of tonality and syntactical containment." 

If we considered tonality and space to be in any way 

parallel, then we see both Stravinsky and LeCorbusier quest¬ 

ing for the semantic absurdity of mismatched components with 

syntax; and we can view Mies VanderRohe and Schoenberg as 

attempting throughout their lives to establish a serial, a 

systemic composition (of spaces or tones) based upon a prede¬ 

termined order. 

In direct opposition to the subjective emotional ex¬ 

pressionism of romantic classicism and romantic naturalism 

of the 19th Century, we discover the modern movement empha¬ 

sizing objective expressionism. Architects, artists, and 

composers stood aloof, observed the manifestation of life, 

and re-presented those observations in a clarified syntax. 

The representations were made not with the traditional com¬ 

ponents, but rather with components of the new techniques and 

technologies of the. time. 

The modern movement can be understood as a mental 

transformation in the arts that allowed mismatches between 

components and mismatches between components and references. 

It is the sense of the absurdity of such mismatches that char¬ 

acterizes twentieth-century architecture. 

It was not until the death of all four of these 

fathers of the modern movement in the 1950's and '60's that 

young architects and composers had to begin to look within 

themselves for guidance. We see evidence of this first in 
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architecture: Venturi and Moore in the late 1960's, and now 

in the whole Post-Modern movement. Even the title of the 

movement implies the lack of guidance and lack of direction. 

Great care must be taken to insure that post-modernism 

is not just seeking new components, only this time from the 

past, to achieve just another level of mismatch and an even 

37 greater absurdity. 

So all this, was what I had planned to describe, but 

will not. 

By describing these examples, I would not be testing 

my ideas against the realities of the world; rather, I would 

be re-describing the world in terms of my ideas. I would 

not be illustrating the complexity of design and mental trans¬ 

formations; rather, I would be performing an analysis to un¬ 

derstand certain limited aspects of architecture through a 

simplification of reality. 

Such descriptions would imply that I had ordered all 

unknowns and that my methodology was, in effect, all-knowing: 

so much so that I could solve the mysteries of the past and 

foretell the future. But nothing could be further from the 

truth. There were still too many questions left unanswered, 

and too many issues that begged for clarification. 

Most of all, there was still something disturbing to 

me, something important in what I was writing about that 

loomed just below the surface; something that I had not dis¬ 

covered. As I once again looked over the pages I had written, 

my attention was drawn to that little sixteen-column example 
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with its complex overlays of order. Why did it seem so fas¬ 

cinating? Where had I seen that identical syntax of three 

orders? Could this idea stand the test of reality? 

Upon opening John Norwich publication Great Architec- 

38 
ture of the World, I rediscovered in those very first pages 

on the exotic worlds, that which I had been looking for. 

There, in the seventh-century Hory- ^ 

uji temple was the Hondo or main hall with 

its axial entrance through a columned area 

into the central space, the location of the 

diety statues. There was the perfect pre¬ 

sentation with all its complexities in the 

real world, of the ideas embodied in that 

diagram. But why would seventh-century 

Japanese architecture, an area of study of 

which I have no familiarity, be the basis 

for my diagram? As I turned the page 

seeking an answer for my new question, 

what should appear but an Indian rath from 

the Pallava dynasty with its axial orga¬ 

nization leading through layers of col¬ 

umns into a central temple. 

And what about the Jami Majjid at 

Ahmadabad, built in 1424? Does not an 

axial progress through 260 columns lead 

one to the central space below the giant 

dome? 
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In the one surviving mortuary 

temple at Chephren's Pyramid at Giza, one 

sees again that linear progression through 

a field of columns, arriving at the cen¬ 

tral temple of purification. Here the 

syntax is particularly worth noting, be¬ 

cause it is only an organization of inte¬ 

rior space and form and has no relation 

to the exterior character of the struc¬ 

ture. Did my sixteen column diagram 

originate here two thousand years before 

the birth of Christ? 

Or did it originate in Greece 

with an axial progression through a well- 

ordered colonnade into the sacred naos, 

as in the Temple of Zeus at Olympia, 

470 B.C. 

In addition to being organized in 

the same manner, the Pantheon in Rome re¬ 

presented the simultaneous complexities 

of those orders in the patterns on the 

floor, and the rectilinear coffers in the 

dome. 

The discoveries continue with 

Diocletian's mausoleum, built at Spoleto 

in Yugoslavia in 300 A.D. 

The plan-of Santa Costanze built 
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in 330 A.D., as a tomb for Constantine's 

daughter, appears to be a simple trans¬ 

formation of the diagram (or is the dia¬ 

gram a transformation of the plan). 

At Santa Sophia, the field is 

understood as a narthex or porch through 

which one enters the great interior. 

The same organization occurs at 

St. Mark's in Venice, where the narthex 

is presented through tiers of columns im¬ 

plying almost dense forests of form and 

space. 

Our diagram is found again in 

Islamic architecture at the Ibn Tulun 

Mosque at Cairo and at the Medressa of 

Sultan Hassan, where upon arrival at the 

central space, one finds the quibla a 

columnar field. 

In Persia, the three orders ar-e 

presented with but another transformation 

at the Great Mosque at Samarra, built in 

847 A.D. Here the minaret is pulled out 

of the inner courtyard, but still occurs 

in an axial relationship to the court 

and field. 

The list grows: 



The Hall of Judgment at the Alham¬ 
bra, Granada. 
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Santa Maris della Grazie in Milan 

Sant' Andrea in Martria, by Al¬ 
berti 

Villa Rotunda outside Vincenze 
1567, by Palladio 
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St. Peter's, Rome; Michaelangelo 
plan. 

Sant' Andrea in Via Flaminia; 
1554 by Vignola 

The Gesu, Rome; designed by 
Vignola in 1568. 

The Chateau of Anet (Chapel), 
1547 on. 



The Basilica di Superga, Turin, 
1716-27 
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St. Paul's Cathedral, London; 
1675-1710 

And so on. 

Was there a universal human understanding of these 

relationships that does not exist today? Did culture emerge 

from some single source with an inherent single basis for 

special relationships, either metaphorical, syntactical, 

or experiential? Those questions are not important. 

What is important is that somewhere deep in the human 

mind, basis orders occurring in nature became representative 

of ideological propositions. Coupled with this understanding 

is the fact that these representations or metaphors of order 

are the same for all cultures at that primal level of under¬ 

standing. 

These structures are examples of the power and univer- 
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sality of the unconscious human mind at work, not only con¬ 

necting three separate orders, three separate metaphors but 

connecting them in such a manner as to create a new syntax, 

a new single metaphor, that occurs at the abstract level of 

understanding one's self and one's life in relation to the 

world. It is a single spatial manifestation of that most 

important belief that man is not alone, not separated from 

the world, but a part of a continuum that links all exis¬ 

tences. 

It is out of the diverse interpretations of that sin¬ 

gle spatial manifestation that the unique architectural 

sense and character for each of these structures occur. 

It is out of the combination of those interpretations 

coupled with those transformations that the richness of af¬ 

fect and the diversity of expression occurs. 

How can we possibly even comprehend or describe what 

has happened. All analyses falls as so much rhetoric in full 

presence of such mysteries. We can only try to imagine the 

complexity of the interaction of metaphors and the subsequent 

transformations, and try to describe this as occurring at 

that deepest level of experience and at that most elevated 

level of abstract relationships. I fear that in expressing 

this, my writing and my words are weak, my diagrams weaker 

still. But there is one thing that I do know to be true: 

that whatever the creative process is: those models of 

images of reality transformed by understanding and growth, 

those relationships set up between syntax and components; 
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it must exist as an outgrowth of those innate forms of human 

existence. It must be tied to the phenomenon of the natural 

39 world and to man as an inseparable part of that world. 

I realize that I have reached not an end but a begin¬ 

ning and the points that I would now make are not conclusions 

but points of departure. 

I know that architecture emerges from perceptions and 

comprehensions of nature, from the character of the world 

around us, and from the actions and feelings of the people 

that inahbit it. 

I know that to understand the reasons for architec¬ 

ture, we must look to the nature of human activities that 

occur within the architecture, rather than to the notion of 

the type of rooms that those activities occur within, rather 

than a serial understanding of space. 

I know that in nature, there exist certain qualities 

and components of space and form that are universal in their 

substantive qualities. 

I know that there is a universal syntax of space and 

form and it is through this syntax that meaning can be 

achieved. 

I know that architecture is the result of the same 

mental processes that are involved in all thought and speech, 

and that the mental transformations that occur in the crea¬ 

tion of architecture are no different from those that occur 

in the creation of music and poetry. 

I know that numerous transformations may occur with- 
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in universal syntactical relationships resulting in complex 

form-space relationships that respond to a variety of speci¬ 

fic issues. And I know that those results, though far re¬ 

moved from their basic antecedents, can still communicate 

a strong sense and can still be extremely expressive if they 

emerge from the experiences of the natural world. 

I know that the strongest affective responses to 

architecture are innate responses, but do not eliminate re¬ 

sponses that result from learning or conditioning. 

I know that learned or conditioned responses can give 

another level to the innate responses, not necessarily a 

higher level, but a broader one. 

I know that for space and form to be created, basic 

components and basic syntax will be combined into always new 

results and that the differences between the results will 

always occur at the metaphorical level and at the level of 

expression which in all cases depends upon the creativity 

of the individual. 

I know that if architecture is to be truly important 

in human existence, it must deal with the complexities and 

subtleties of life. Within the multiplicités and ambigui¬ 

ties that must occur we cannot, however, fail to establish 

that all important "sense" that grows out of order and allows 

for the complexities to have meaning. 

I know that within me there are two people, the 

child playing and the adult working. 

I know that to continue to grow and develop, those 
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two people must grow. The adult must grow to become wise, 

enabling me to comprehend the complexities of the world 

around me, able to give meaning to perception and able to 

externalize meaning. The child must grow ever younger, able 

to experience the multitude of perceptions of the world and 

not as isolated events, but as a part of those earliest un¬ 

structured experiences, that totality of merged sensations. 

For only in that state of combined experience do we 

approach a full realization of the meaning and affect of 

our world. 

I know that in teaching I must encourage those ex¬ 

periences, I must encourage the individuals to seek depth 

in their perception and experience, and in so doing, I will 

learn:! from them. 

I know that it is only through these things that my 

life and my work will continue to grow.and have meaning. 

Finally, because all these things are true, I know 

why I have always loved two special lines of poetry written 

by E. E. Cummings. I am fascinated by it because of its 

alliterations, its chiasmos, its rhythm, and its syntactic 

transformation. I love it because of the way it affects me: 

"I would rather learn from one bird how to 
sing than teach ten thousand stars how not 
to dance."40 



APPENDIX 



ANALYTICAL PROCESS VS. DESIGN PROCESS 

Since we have raised the issue of creative activity 

as a basis for decision making, I would like to clarify, at 

least conceptually, the difference between an analytical 

process for making decisions and a synthetic or creative 

process. Since design and decision making constitutes the 

bridge between perception and meaning, in testing this same 

set of components they must be able to show us the nature 

of decision making if they are to be held valid. I am not 

suggesting that we can ever understand the subjective rea¬ 

sons for creativity or creative genius, or understand the 

complexity of the human mind in decision making. I am sug¬ 

gesting that if this model is valid, then the components 

can give us insights into which factors might come into play 

in a creative or synthetic process, as opposed to those 

which might be employed in an analytical process. 

In terms of our model for understanding, we can then 

state the following: 

-All past perception has been ordered in such 
a manner as to generate all past meaning. 

-All new perception has been ordered in such 
a manner as to generate new meaning. 

The analytical process is based upon the fact that the manner 

of ordering remains unchanged. Not the specific nature of 

the order of the elements ordered, or the extent of the order, 

but the manner of the order, the way or the mode of doing. 
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If there is no change in the affective state, either internal 

or external, then the manner will stay the same and the analy 

tical process will prevail. A vast majority of our actions 

are the result of analytical decisions made at or just below 

the surface of consciousness. Through equating the manner of 

ordering, we are able to arrive at what may be the simplest 

of all equations dealing with human understanding: 

All past perception is to all past'meaning 

As all new perception is to all new meaning. 

Or : 

All past perception 

IS TO 

All past meaning 

All new perception 

i I 
AS I IS TO 

r ~i 

All new meaning 

Again, we are not equating past perception to new perception, 

or past meaning to new meaning; only the relationship of past 

manner of ordering to new manner of ordering. 

I would like to call this, for lack of a better term, 

the analytical equation of human behavior. It is the basis 

for all science, and, as such, it has the same paradoxical 

failing of science: the representation of reality through a 

simplification or abstraction of reality can never be reality. 

In giving us an explanation as to the way things are, science 

simultaneously admits that the explanation is artificial or 

unreal. We must be able to accept that scientific paradox or 

we could never be analytical. 
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Accepting that paradox, we can now apply this equa 

tion to any human problems, i.e.: 

All past perception of past problems 

IS TO 
C,—1 

AS 
r_ i 

All past meaning of past solutions 

New perception of new problems 

IS TO 

New meaning of new solutions 

The empirical nature of this analytical method to problem 

solving seems evident at this point. If a structural engi 

neer is finding the solution to a problem of the size of a 

beam needed to span a specific length and carry a certain 

load, he will very often refer to tables for the answer. 

This is in fact, a form of the analytical process because 

the tables describe past span-loaded conditions and give 

past depth-width solutions. In other words: 

Summation of all past beam problems 

IS TO 
IZ_ I 

AS 
t J 

Summation of all past beam solutions 

New beam problem 

1 IS TO | 

New beam solution 

Even if the engineer uses moment and shear formulas and cal¬ 

culates the depth of the beam, he is still employing the 

same analytical equation. The difference is that only the 

method of ordering has changed slightly but in actuality, 

has not changed at all, since the formulas are abstract 

simplifications of phenomena in question: i.e., necessary 

width and depth ratios for the load and span given the 

material. 

However, once the engineer begins to think of beams 
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or columns in terms of such things as tree trunks blowing in 

the wind, he is removing himself from the strictly analytical 

process. In other words, if the engineer, as many do, begins 

to employ models for understanding physical forces operating 

in the environment, he is entering another process and that 

is the creative or synthetic process. 

tice of architecture, certain parallels begin to emerge. The 

architect, like the engineer, may investigate or establish 

his own collection of similar problems and results. These 

are very often referred to as case studies. The architect 

may choose to analyze the problem through methodology based 

upon affinity to relationships or bubble diagrams which are, 

in effect, abstract simplifications of formulas of the phe¬ 

nomena in question. Such methodologies are general case 

abstractions of reality as opposed to the case studies which 

are specific examples of cause-effect relationships. Such 

analysis may be presented in its simplest form: 

If we apply this same analytical equation to the prac¬ 

PROBLEM 

Summation of All Examples of 

Similar Problams Studied 

SOLUTION 
Similar Solutions Studied 

* Basis for Decision: Intuition 

- The actual decision or AS is always based upon a belief in 

the methodology or manner of order. This we refer to as in¬ 

tuitive, in that one depends upon his intuition as a basis 
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for a belief in the validity of either his own personal or¬ 

dering network, or the chosen methodology. It must be intui¬ 

tive, because there is no possibility for comparison or proof 

of that methodology or manner of order inherent in the pro¬ 

cess. 

The analytical process of design for architecture be¬ 

comes slightly more complicated when one responds to the 

fact that buildings are the result of qualitatively based 

decisions as well as quantitative ones. We then see that the 

problem should be viewed both morphologically and experien- 

tially. We should also view in this manner the examples or 

case studies, or what we should in actuality now call typo¬ 

logical studies, since they may be a response not only to the 

quantitative aspects of a similar building, but also to the 

qualitative aspects of building environments in general. 

The process diagram becomes: 

The diagram becomes further enlarged when we realize that what 

is described here is the analytical process arriving at the 

general solution which now has its own problem subsets, both 

quantitative and qualitative, requiring similar typological 
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tended form may best be expressed as follows: 
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Quantitative Aspects 
of Specific Problem 

« Morphological Character 

Qualitative Aspects 

of Specific Problem 

I I? TO ~ 

lew Experiential Character 

er 

] 

Summation of All Subsett   COMPLEX SOLUTION 

Certain points begin to surface upon inspection of 

the diagram which should be noted because they also can occur 

in the actual process of arriving at architecture through a 

strictly analytical methodology. 

First, the typological investigations, or the method¬ 

ological processes for the qualitative aspects of the building 

may be different from those employed for examining quantita¬ 

tive problem/solution relations. Similarly, the investiga¬ 

tion and resolution of qualitative aspects my occur at differ¬ 

ent times from the investigation and resolution of quantita¬ 

tive aspects. The only times when the morphology and the en¬ 

vironmental aspects of the building need to be considered 

together are those times of accommodation when it is necessary 

to make them work together in order to perceive, or under¬ 

stand, the nature of the building. This means that the basic 
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qualitative aspects of the building may be working against 

the quantitative aspects, although both were arrived at in 

a very analytical fashion. 

Inherent in this process is one other very signifi¬ 

cant notion. The solution of a strictly analytical process 

can only at best be a restatement of the best aspects of 

existing examples. It has a tendency to perpetuate existing 

information; it cannot create new information. Whenever a 

strictly analytical model is used to try to generate new 

information, it tends to lead to mediocrity. 

The architect may, however, begin to think of the 

morphology of quantitative spaces as "a string of pearls" 

or the quality of the environment as being similar to that 

experienced in a small town square. Once he begins to think 

in that manner, he is removing himself from the strictly ana¬ 

lytical process. In other words, once an architect, or 

designer, or city planner, begins to employ other models for 

understanding the qualitative and quantitative nature of a 

problem and their relationship to the environment, he is 

entering another process and that is the creative or synthe¬ 

tic process. 

As suggested by this, there is a very fine distinc¬ 

tion between the analytic and creative processes. Both occur 

within the same mental framework of observation and experi¬ 

ence, order and relationship, and meaning and comprehension. 

Decisions parallel and overlay that framework in both pro¬ 

cesses. 
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What then is the difference? In an idealized state, 

a twofold distinction can be made between the analytic and 

creative processes. First of all, a distinction can be 

made as to the type and nature of information that is allowed 

to influence decision making. Secondly, a distinction can be 

made as to the important role that one's subjective network 

plays throughout the process. 

Perhaps if we could use our same generalized notion 

of a problem, we could construct a model of creativity that 

parallels the analytical model in order to see this differ¬ 

ence more graphically and in a little more detail. Initial¬ 

ly, information gathering might take place in an approach 

similar to that employed in the analytical model. The object 

is to experience as much general and specific information, as 

many quantitative and qualitative aspects of the problem, as 

possible. Objectively, the amount of space necessary for 

proposed activities is viewed as well as the relationship of 

those activities to one another. Subjectively, one studies 

the nature and history of the type of activity as well as the 

quality of the activity and the human ritual implied by the 

problem. The task of such subjective and objective research 

is to gather data and to discover, to observe and to experi¬ 

ence. This again is that first level of comprehension. 

As these investigations into the nature of what is 

and what needs to be are conducted, a second phenomenon begins 

to take place. A high level of mental play occurs, allowing 

the designer to take advantage of the unique network of his 
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individual existence. Numerous associations are formed with¬ 

in this subjective network: analogical, systemic, syntactic, 

and metaphorical. Each one serves as a basis for understand¬ 

ing the observations and experiences. Each one serves as a 

model of reality. 

This most important period of play is, in effect, a 

recreation of childhood. One discovers new relationships 

and experiences, new joys. Curiously enough, we find the 

notion of work (assembling information and observation about 

the problem) and play (discovering relationships, analogies, 

and metaphors) occurring simultaneously. 

We now have identified the two aspects of the cre¬ 

ative process: the associative imagery (born of the subjec¬ 

tive) generating models for solutions; and the information 

base (born of observation and perception) which becomes a 

test for appropriateness, a reference against which to meas¬ 

ure one area of success of the models. One might consider 

that this information base acts as a sieve through which the 

models move. Some models are stopped by the sieve. Others 

are redirected or reinterpreted by the sieve. But, all are 

given explicit meaning as they move through. Perhaps a 

diagram of the evolution of the two components would look 
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something like this 

l 

PROBLEM 

n 

The interesting part about the neural network is that 

it is the cause of the objectification and subjectification 

of the problem. We are beings of logic and passion. It is 

only normal that we would and should view any issue with all 

our faculties, both logically and passionately. If we can 

refer to these two aspects as subjective poetic and objective 

scientific, and represent them diagrammatically as polar 

qualities along with their characteristic properties, then 

our subjective base might be viewed in the following manner: 

Phenomena made unclear within network Ambiguity Metaphors Illusionary comparisons 
POETRY 

o 

Continuous Scales of Integrating Evaluation 

SCIENCE 

Phenomena made clear within network Paradox Analogies Systemic comparisons 



As models are developed in such a framework, deci¬ 

sions are made through comparison. Similarities as well as 

differences are sought to be identified. Metaphors are 

viewed as compared to analogies, images in light of syntax, 

systems as they apply to illusions, poetry as it relates to 

science. A diagram of such a process as based upon this 

concept might be understood in this way: 

SYNTHETIC CREATIVE PROCESS 

Modal* for Synthetic Procès* 

This model should not be evaluated in terms of its 

physical configuration. Nor should it be interpreted as a 

yardstick by which to measure creativity. It should be 

viewed as a generalized example of where ideas come from 

and what factors affect decision making in the creative 
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process. 

As with out analytical model, certain points begin to 

surface upon inspection of the diagram. Because they occur 

in an actual creative process, these points are worth spe¬ 

cial attention. 

First of all, certain transformations in an individ¬ 

ual's awareness take place. As the process moves along, 

one's models, either mental or physical, move from being real 

to being abstract. This is inherent in the notion of a model 

which initially is a real thing able to achieve a physical 

or mental resolution in an abstraction of the problem. Ini¬ 

tially, the physical model could, perceptually, be a piece 

of cardboard, the mental model could be a matrix seen in the 

mind. As the problem progresses, the cardboard in the phy¬ 

sical model and the image within the mind start becoming 

implicit in their character. They take on meaning both in 

terms of sense and reference. They become the abstraction, 

the simplification of reality. 

One should also note that these models are generated 

by one's subjective network and exist primarily at the level 

of image, metaphor, syntax, and analogy. These images, meta¬ 

phors, syntaxes and analogies also undergo a change during 

the process from being real to becoming abstract. They are 

explicit initially in the images they generate. As the pro¬ 

cess continues, they become more and more implicit as the 

character of the solutions takes on more meaning. At the 

conclusion of the process, one views these images, meta- 
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phors, syntaxes and analogies as interesting abstractions 

of the solution. 

Understanding undergoes a change which is just the 

opposite of this. It moves from an initial abstract or 

simplified state of understanding to a complex, or real, un¬ 

derstanding at the completion of the problem. 

SYNTHETIC CREATIVE PROCESS 

Image 

Real 
1
 " ' "   Metaphor 

11
 Abstract 

Analogy 

Abstract — 

Simplified 

Understanding Real 

Complex 

Real Models (mental & physical) Abstract 

In the creative process, the factors that influence 

decisions throughout the process may be of any scale: macro 

or micro. In Paul Weiss' terminology: "As our brain scans 

features of the universe, we shift range and focus back and 

forth between telescopic and microscopic vision...as we move 

downward in scale, we mostly gain precision and lose per¬ 

spective ... as we move upward, new and relevant features, 

formerly unrecognizable and unsuspected, come into view... 

that reflect properties of the collectives of group's 

assemblies and systems." A model may be generated out 

of either the precision of detail or the perspective of 

collectives. In the analytical model, one moves from the 
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general to the specific. 

In a creative process, models are developed in the 

light of both qualitative and quantitative information. The 

two act upon the same models. Their problems cannot be sep¬ 

arated and solved apart from one another. The experiential 

character must grow as the morphology grows. Systems develop 

as images emerge. 

Decisions are made as a result of comparison and 

understanding of implications and consequences. They are 

made in the light of the reality of the problem rather than 

in the shadow of one's intuitive belief in an empirical 

methodology. 

Buried deep within this distinction is an important 

fact. The creative process is a constant testing of one's 

subjective network against reality. The analytical process 

is an acceptance of one's subjectivity, without necessarily 

understanding it. The creative process is a process of 

understanding one's self. 

As opposed to the analytical process that is limited 

by the perceptions of the past, creativity is limited only 

by one's ability to experience. 

It might be appropriate to note at this time that 

the creative and analytic models presented are abstract 

representations of idealized states. As such, they are 

simplifications of reality and they themselves only exist 

as models for understanding. Most humans operate between 

these idealized extremes, making decisions that could be ex- 
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pressed by a model that would be a mixture of the two. Truly 

creative people tend, however, to be characterized by the 

same points made about this creative model. These charac¬ 

teristics occur not just as a vocation, but rather as a way 

of experiencing, a way of understanding, a way of life. 
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